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..e.Ve  This document has been prepared as an informal worki 
summary of the various letters, commentaries and bre 
received by Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada in 
response to the "Working Paper on Patent Law Revision' 
published in June 1976. It is made available to the 
public to advise interested persons of the views that 
have been expressed regarding the proposed law which 
accompanied the Working Paper. 
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The original Working Paper had been prepared as a basis 
for discussion of possible revision of Canada's patent 
laws. The Working Paper did not represent the views of 
the Minister or government, but was intended to solicit 
comments from a broad spectrum of society on as many 
issues relating to patent law reform as possible. As of 
February 14, 1977, a total of 249 briefs and letters 
classified as "commentary" had been received. 

The attached summary extracts, groups and characterizes 
the observations and suggestions made with respect to 
the draft proposed law accompanying the Working Paper. 
While an effort has been made to cross-reference all 
remarks considered to be significant, it is inevitable 
that a document such as this cannot be exhaustive. 
Although the summary may not include all of the comments 
that have been made with respect to the proposed law, it 
is indicative of most of the views expressed in the 
various submissions. 

Every attempt has been made to evaluate fairly the views 
expressed. Nevertheless in grouping and summarizing 
view-points, individual qualifications and colouring may 
have been lost. Accordingly the various statements 
compiled herein have not been attributed to the sources 
against which they have been cross-referenced. Each 
statement, however, is followed by a reference to the 
number of briefs or letters which have been cross-
referenced as likely to endorse the viewpoint 
expressed. 



Summary  of 	to_ncing  Paper  

Commentaries are classified accOrding to. the various section s .  in the 
proposed law to which theY refer. No,attempt has been made Within 

• this document to compile commentary on the general overall philosophy 
of Part I of the Wàrking Paper. 

The figures in brackets following individual statements indicate the 
number of briefs to which the statement has been cross-referenced as 
exemplifying the viewpoint expressed. The number of such cross-
references should not be taken as being exhaustive. 

INTRODUCTION 

Section 2  

A distinction should be made in the use of the word "applicant." In 
some cases it refers' to a patent applicant and in other cases to an 
applicant for a compulsory licence (1). 

As an alternate definition for "computer program" the following was 
offered: 

"'Software Documentation' - includes all of the descriptive 
text supportive to a program not in machine language and 
including graphic material such as algorithm diagrams, which 
is necessary to instruct the computer operator or the system 
user in the use of the computer system and/or a program. 

'Program' - comprises that portion of the software which when 
converted into a machine acceptable form is "loaded" or 
inserted into the computer for the execution of a specific 	' 
coMputational requirement, by ordering internal operations 
in the computer.,  Typically, 'programs may be written or 
printed on paper in an alphanumeric source language, but 	' 
they may also be decks of punched cards, or magnetically 
recorded on tapes. They may alos exist only in memory in 
a computer."(1) 

A definition of "person" should be included, extending the definition 
to include  corporations and thereby ensuring the éntitlement of 
corporations  to apply for a patent pursuant to section 30 --- (1). 

The definition of "work on a commercial scale" is taken from the 
present law with the additional stipulation that further standards may 
be established by regulation. Several briefs suggested that this 
definition should not be made subject to regulations (3). The same 
definition occurs in sections 27(5)b and 53(8)b. In reviewing these 
sections serveral briefs indicated their opposition to reliance on 
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• 
regulations to further Specify the circumstances which would constitute. 
legitiMate working (2). One brief indicated that judicial  interprétation 

 dip these latter two cases was preferable to reliance on regUIations.to _ 
Warifythe definition.in  issues (1), Another brief, coffimenting on Sé.dtion 
53(8)b,stated that the wording of the definition was so unclear  as tc;' 
create confusion and uncertainty (1). 

A suggestion  was made to extend . the definition of local working to-include' 
"further actual development and formulation" (1). The following:specific 
wordirig yas àuggésted: • 

,"For biologically active compounds, 'work on an 
:adequate scale' means benefit to Canada either 
through continuous field development to establish 
additional uses of the compound, or formulating of 

,the active ingredient in Canada to render it sUitable 
for application." 

In support of this definition it was argued that three years of residual 
trials were often required to convert new pesticide and fertilizer 
compounds from one cr.«) to another. Also it sometimes required two years 
to adapt a carrier to give, optimum flow formulation in existing farm 
imPlements (1). 

Two briefs argued that the'supplying of the Canadian market with products 
through importation should satisfy the local working requirement (2). One 
brief Stated that it preferred to see variations in the definition of local 

Aberking made subject to the scrutiny of Parliament rather than the 
Wgulatory process (1). 

•Section 1 ' 	 • 

On the issue of  whether to include a recital of objects in the law, commen-
tary was divided. Some briefs were opposed to the inclusion of any form of 
recitals (2).  One comment was that the judiciary lacked the expertise•to 
handle such recitalè (1): Another was that the section Wàs unnecessary and 
undesirable . and that  as  it was expressed in such generalitjes it would 
serve  no useful purpose (1). • Some of these briefs conceded that the 
ministerial report under section 3(2) should be subject to directives and - 
that these objects could be switched so as to become the mandate for the•
ministerial report (2). 

Other briefs indicated that they did not object to the inclusion of a 
recital of objects in principle and indicated general support for the 
objects contained in sections 3(1)a,b,c,e--(3). Resistance to inclusion of 
section 3(1)d was directed to the fact that it formed the basis for 
•subsequent sections 17(3) land 25 -- (1). Fears were expressed that section 
3(1)d would allow administrative intervention into the operation of the 
patent law (1). Further arguments against this section included the view 
that there was no place for industrial strategy in Canada's patent law, (3) 
or at least such a strategy should not be implemented piecemeal through 
acts Such as the Patent Act (1). It was stated that the patent law 
"should not be used as an instrument for channelling economic activity 
110 
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'in'pursuit  of  any particular set of national industrial goals" . (1) and that 
the Patent law'should be completely neùt•al as between industries - (1). 

In this context, the belief was expressed that the patentee's bargain ended, 
with his Aisclosure of his invention (1). It was also observed that.the -
reference in section 3(1)d to ensuring that the patent law supported only 
the most efficient use of, Canadian resources was "academic hogwash" (1). 
Other comments on section 3(1) included an objection to the reference "of - 
benefit" in section 3(1)a; on the basis that it did not support anv 
specific subsequent provision (1); opposition to the use of the word 
"monopole in section 3 as a whole (1); and an observation that there was 
no reference in section 3 to encouraging the location of research' 
facilities locally, as is done under U.S. law (1). 

Section 3(2)  

Apart from inferential support from a number of briefs for the type of.  
'review contemplated under section 3(2) (see above) on,ly one brief 
specifically Stated support for this section ( ). Many briefs were 
preoccupied with the possibility that the patent law might be suspended 
pursuant to section 7 as part of any system of review. Reference was also 
made repeatedly to the shortness of the 10-year period set for review. 
Accordingly, there was little direct commentary  on  whether a statuiorY 
provision-such  as section 3(2), with a longer period for review, would 
receive a positive support. 

One brief suggested that if the purpose of such a review was to carry out a e fundaffiental  test on  the basic performance of 'a patent system, then  the 
 review should be focussed on the existing law rather than the proposed law 

(1). 

Section 4  

Commentary on the general principle of reliance on regulations to define 
more detailed features of the'law will be summarized at this point. 
References to time periods, procedures, and further - definitions of terms 
and conditions to be imposed under various features of the law are 
distributed throughout all sections of the draft law. 	, 

The general response toward the principle of greater relianceon regulatory 
powers was to oppose sucha procedure (18). The briefs distinguished 
between regulations which apply to procedures only and those which deal 
with more substantial matters. There was universal opposition to the 
poSsibility that the scope of patentable subject ma'tter might be made 	' 
subject to variation by Orders-in-Council pursuant to section 17(3). It 
was suggested that only Parliament could deal with "substantial matters" 
without defining this term (1). There were statements that regulations 
should be restricted to "formalities" (1) or to procedures only (1). One 
brief was particularly opposed to making time periods within the.law 
subject to variation by regulation (1). 



Various reasons were given by those opposed to reliance on extensive use of 
regulatory powers. The view was expressed that the interpretation of 

Seatutory provisions should be left to the decision of the courts in 
ndividual cases (1). It was observed that court interpretations are not 
rigidly binding since they_may often be distinguished, whereas regulations 
are rigid and susceptible to  argument on the meaning of.words (1). 
Concern was expressed about the reduced opportunity for debate perceived 
in the regulation-making process (1). It was feared that discretion would 
be transferred to public Servants in matters that deserved àebate in 
Parliament (1). Reference was made to instances where it was alleged that 
regulations in the past had been unilaterally passed by the Patent Office 
without public input or without publishing a notice in the Canadian Patent 
Office,Record (1). Another observation was that if the Governor in Council 
had exercised his jurisdiction under  présent  section 41(4) to vary the 
royalty awarded under pharmaceutical licences, then greater confidence in 
this procedûre might now exist (1). 

One of the fears  expresse à about the regulation-making process was that it 
might lead to uncertainty (1) and that frequent changes might be made in 
the regulations by Order-in-Council (1). One brief stated that the 
Corollary to , flexibility was uncertainty (1). 

On the cther hand, one brief acknowledged that there should be a generous 
scope for regulations under the patent law (1). It was conceded that 

. regulations were appropriate for matters of Patent Office administration 
and examination procedure . (1). One brief observed that no patent system 
could run effectively'if every adaptation was subject to lengthy 

Srliamentary proceedings (1). 'Another stated that "it is'appropriate that 
gulations be extensively.  used to attend to technical aspects of the law" 

(1). It was conceded that when . regulations were made by the Governor in 
Council, this at least allowed for an opportunity,for interdepartmental 
review (1). The hope was expressed that rules to be established under the 
new law would be. tablèd in conjunction with the tabling of the proposed 
legislation, (1). 

As an alternate means for effecting changes in regulations, it was 
suggested that an adjudication board be formed to review the deciàions of 

' the court and make corrective rulings where these were deemed appropriate 

FinallY, one brief commented that this issue is "extraneoùs to patent law 
reform° (1). The same brief indicated a preference for having, matters of, . 	 . 
any importance scrutinized by Parliament (1). 	 , 

Commenting on specific sections within section 4, one brief indicated 
particular opposition to sections4(1)c by which the Governor in Council 
could give directions to the Patent Authority (1). Another objected to the 

, undue generality of statement in section 4(1)a, authorizing regulations to 
Carry into effect the objects of the law, in view of the potentially broad 
sCope which could be given to the interpretation of section 3 -- (1). 



On the question of deferral of fees pursuant to section 4(1)g(vi) two  •  

S
riefs expressed clear support for this provision (.2). The proposal was  • 

,escribed as a positive first step towards assisting Canadian inventors 
(1). It was observed in another, however, that government fees were only a 
minor part of the costs of patenting (1). A further observation was that 
greater powers to assist small inventors were needed (1). As a 
supplementary proposal,  one suggestion was that Patent Office fees should 
be made deductible from personal income tax and, as well, that a tax rebate 
for fees paid to patent agents be allowed (1). Only one brief indicated 

• any degree of opposition, showing concern for the revenue that might be 
lost to- the Patent Office through the non-payment of fees (1). 

Opposition was expressed to section 4(2) in,one brief (1). •  The samè 1 .brief 
 also expressed opposition to section 4(3) on the understanding that 

automàtic jurisdiction would be given to the Commissioner to vary or 
implement regulations respecting time limits or procedures within the 
Patent Office (1), althoUgh it was conceded that the Commissioner should 
have some power to vary time limits (2). 

On the question' of the pre-publication of proposed regulations pursuant to 
section 4(4) there was a concern that the 60 days provided might be too 	 • 

short (3). It was observed that many of he persons interested in Canadian 
patent regulations were overseas (1). One suggestion was that the period 
be set at nine to twelve months (1), another was that a right to oral 
hearings in public should be created in the statute (2). 

dection 5  

No comments were specifically directed to this particular section. 
Commenting elsewhere on provisions under sections  26 and  50 that would 
encourage the early filing of applications in Canada, one brief stated that 
one of the main benefits of PCT was the extra time beyond the 12-month 
convention period available to inventors for deciding on the extent of 
international protection of their inventions (1). 

In discussing the disclosure requirements under section 34, however, 
reference was made to the possibility that section 34.might violate 
articles 5 and 27 of PCT (1). A conflict might therefore arise between the 
limitations on the scope of regulations which might be passed pursuant to 
section  34 and the jurisdiction that the Governbr  in  Council would have 
under section 5 to revise the disclosure standards of the patent  law. 

Section 6  

No comments were received on this section. 

Section 7  

There was overwhelming opposition to this provision, to such an eXtent 
that references in opposition have not been cross-referenced. Some of the 
arguments included the observation that 10 years would be too short 
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e test a law:which would allow patents to last for 14 . years. ' Another 
 ervation was the concern that Parliament would be incapable of acting 

within 20 dayà to extend the deadline set under  section 7.  'The analogy to 
- the Bank Act provision was criticized on the:basis that the continued flow 
of • patents yould not be as essential and pressing as the continùed 	. 
operation of .banks. Finally, a further concern, Widely held, waà that the 
"on trial"  image  created by this section would deter- the filing  of patent . 
applicatona towards the end of the initia1,10-year periodoand.lead - to a . 
general breakdown of the Canadian patent sYstem. 	 . . 	. 

CHAPTER:1 • 

Sectio n.  10  
. ' 	. 	• 	. 	 . • 

.The esàential principle inherent in section 10 is the adoption of the 	• 
- European Patent Treaty standards for defining patentable ,  subject matter: 

. S.upport  for section 10  appeared in several brièfs (7). Some briefs 	• -' 
' suppôrted In:Principle.the'general alignment of the wording of the:Canadian 
statute..with foreign laW (3).. One brief, however , . wes eMphatic that  the 
Canadian laW should parallel the U.S. law (1).. This brief . suggeSted,that • 
adoption of a,different'definition of patentability from that usèd'in the-

.0:.S.'. .law_would.,redUce the efforts'of . Americans to encourage.manufactUring 
in Canada (1, ) .._ -. 	 . 	. 	.. 

_ 	 . 

: s'éctioïlji  
• , . 	. 

.. getripspecifié definition of "susceptible of industrial application" some 
conCern Was shown with. the meaning of this term. Would the definition 	. 
extenc,Lto an invention  suitable only for use in laboratory research (1)? 	. 
It  wa'salbo sUggested that section 11 was not an adequate SUbstitute  for  
the  present -crjteria of utility (1). On the other hand, another .  brief .  
showed- concern. that'section 11, unlike the presènt law;:'would réquirethat 
the patentee.:had reached the stage of commercial:Utility .as of the date of 
filinq.:,(1).: Çoncern,was'also expressed that this aectionwould lmpose.a; , 
réqUireMent.of  commercial suCcess as a .pre7condition to patentability-M. 
A . queStion was raised'as to whether suspeptibilitY :to industrial: '. . 	 . 
application wold have to be,apparent at the.time Of  application (1) 	'. 
„- 	- 	• - ,... 	. 	, 	 . 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	 . 	• 	 . 
Finally, One1arief observed that the addition of the Word "CoMMercial"'OVer 
the WôrdingofEPT•made . thè definition.too - broad . (1).• 	. 	 . . 	 . . 	. 	 . 
Section 12 	 . 	 . 	. 

. 	 . 

• . 
Several briefs supported the inclusion of this section either in principle 
Or)as:expresaed• (3). It was stated that no one should be able , tô claim 	• 
ownership fOriftivolous changes (1). One brief interpreted  the wording of 
thiS seCtion:as.applying only•to the - process inventions, I.e, inventions 
entailing "stepe(1). Conèern was also exPresséd that section 12 -might 
ailoW•the'lindue coMbinatiôh of the.prior art to:imply that a disclosèd -Invention was', in' fact, cdWious (1):  



Sections  13, 14(1) and (2)  

-These  sections  establish the tWo criteria of absolute novelty and the- ' 
Hfirst-tO-file concept as pre-conditions to the granting of patents. 
Discussing first.the absolute novelty concept, some briefs aPpeared to be • 
in support of this principle (5).• Other briefs argued agàinst this 
standard as being.too stringent (10). Some of these briefsShowed 
Pàrticular:oppositton tothe pôssibility that prior oral disclosures could 

-conStitute• a,bar (2). • Another brief argued that nominal use Should:not _ 
invalidate a subsequentpatent application. Instead, only n actilà1 	• 
significànt commercial, useushould éonstitute a bar (1) 	Another brief • 
argued against foreign use as a bar (1). • 

Other arugments made against the absolute novelty standard inôludéd the 
suggestion that it would entail increased administrative costs by requiring 
reference - to foreign use and disclosure . (2). Another brief - argued in 
favOur of a local.novelty standard on the basis that-More patents ,  would.be 
wiailable to support innovation in Canada (1). 

It  vas  observed that, although the.absolute novelty standard was not 
considered to be rational, its adoption would not seriously impair the 
patent systeM (1). Another brief suggested.that One possible advantage 
inherent in the absolute novelty standard was that it would reduce the 
number of patents, granted, and therefore increase the scope for potential 
competitive manufacture or importation (1). 

e on the first-to-file concept, à substantial number of briefs indicated 
their support for this proposal (24). On the other hand y  a number of 
briefs were opposed'to the first-to-file system preferring the present 
first-to-invent system (11). The fear was expressed that this system would 
reduce the àbility of industry to engage in,the free ekchange of 
information prior to the filing of patent applications (1). Two briefs, 
one  from a research laboratory, were particularly concerned about this 
change (2). The fear was alSo expressed that unsophisticated inventors 
would have to be warned not to discuss their inventions with others before 
filing a patent application (1). 

Another ground  for  opposing the first-to-file concept was the belief that . 
inventors needed further time to develop their inventions or to determine 
whether or not they wished to file for a patent (2). According to this 
view, the first-to-file system would force premature and incomplete filings 
On the part of persons who wished to avoid fraudulent filings by others 
(2). One suggestion to improve the present first-to-invent system was the  • 
proposal that inventors be diligent in filing, i.e. filing within two years 
of their date of conception (1). 	 . 

Other comments made under this heading included the observation that patent 
agents might be subjected to increased liability in cases where they had 
delayed filing applications. This could result in higher •fees being , 
charged (1). Another observation was that, by reason of specialkfeatures 
of the present U.S. law, Canadians were already on a first-to-file basis 

• when seeking to obtain patent rights in the United States (1). 	, 



Only one briefindicated concern that section 14(2) would Make a prior 
Mo-pending unpublished application prior art for purposes of both novelty -
In'and Obviousness againàt a later filed application (1). The - fact that Such 
unpublished documents would couht against a later applicatiOn .  was 	- 
considered "unjustified" (1). 

Sections 14(3), (4)  

No comments were received on these provisions. 

Section 14(5)  

The only comment respecting this provision indicated confusion as to the 
reason for including the stipulation "related inventions" (1). 

Section 15(1)  

Several briefs indicated support for the principle under section 15(1) of 
limiting patents in cases where prolonged secret commercial use occurred 
(5). Some of these briefs observed that the.prescribed period under 
section 15(1) should not be too short, i.e. on the order of one year was 
considered appropriate (3). One suggestion was that the prescribed period 
should only be sufficient to allow the development of technical rather than 
commercial practicality (1). Two briefs insisted that any period to be 
established under.section 15 should be set by statute rather than by 
regulation (2).' 	' ether comments on  •this section included the observation that it would . 
reduce patenting in Canada (1) and that it corresponded with U.S. case law 
(1). 

Section 15(2)  

Several briefs were opposed to the granting of shortened protection in the 
case of inventions already in commercial use at the time of filing (3). It 
was suggested that there was no foreign precedent for such a feature (1). 

•It was also'stated that a nine-year period was too short to generate a 
sufficient return to patentees to justify filing a patent application and 
that, therefore, inventors Would resort to secrecY (2). 

One suggestion made to improve the wording was that the section should 
provide that  "a patent  shall not issue for an invention, etc." (1). 

Another observation was that section 15(2) as drafted would,have the effect 
of cutting down the patent term even where the secret use was by another 
person. An alternate wording suggested was as follows: 

"The term of any patent which issues to an applicant 
who operated his invention in secret commercial use 
during the period prescribed in subsection (1) shall not 
extend beyond nine years from the priority date of the 
patent." (1) 
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*Section 16 . 	 - 	 . . 	 . 	 . . 	 • 	 • 
4,2his'section deals with the different grace periods which would exist.under- 

„ 

thé ?roposed law. There was no overall objection to*the principles of 	 • 

section  16 as proposed. One commentary gave express'approVal:to these 
provisions (1). Another brief supported complete elimination or any form ôf'., 
general gradeperiod:which would protedt applicants froM-disclosuresYmade 
pribr . to filing*(1 ) . ' 	 . 	 , .. . 	 . , 	 • . 	 . 	. . 	 . . 	. 
Many briefs showed concern t4at some form of special grace.periodShould be 
retained to permit inventorsto disclose their inventions publiclybefore 
filing for à patent *(17) 	The need for such a grace period was baSed on 
various arguments. One . observation was that researcher s .  often need to 
displàse their work at an early stage, prior to making a decision . to -file 
for patent protection (3). Other*briefs indicated that the absence of a 
general grace period would work a hardship against applicànts who had 

. -disclosed théir inventions . publicly before filing for patent protection 
(3)— The:absence of a general grace period was characterized as 'harsh' 
(1.) . . . . . 	 . 	. . 	 , 	. 	 . 	 . 	. . . 	 . .. 	. 	* 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	 . . 	. . 	 . 	 ,. 	 . 	. . 	. . 	 . 
,ComMenting on alternate procedures for protecting applicants against such 
bar e :some briefs suggested that some form. of provisional . application, as 
permitted:under.  p.K. law, was needed (2). . One  brief expressed a preference 
for the present two-year grace period, without indicating Whether it should : 
dàver discloàures by third parties as well (1). Other briefs indicated 	. 
support for a one-year grace period without making the same distinction 	.: * 
'.(2):,: OneJprief : suggested the . grace period under section 16.(l)a should  be  

gwét at One yèar, as  in the U.S. .(1): Another brief observed:thatif.:-Canada. 
. didinot  have  asràCe'period equivalent tà that existing*in*the U.S., there ‘: 

would, be - fe lpx. applications'by U.S. apPlicantS who, r:e1ing. on the-U:S. 	• 
grace:Périod, would,thereby becoMe barred in Canada (1)  ;.Féwèi'-lpatent 
.would mean . feWer licences (1). Two briefs indicated there,shoilld . beHat least: 
a'siX-Mônthgrace period- in order:to .  permit Patentee's  to evaluatétheir 	- 
invention befOre filing '( .2). A staged rather than  abrupt transition  to à 	. 
Six ,-Morith graCe' period WaS also recommended with a oneyear grààe,period. 
being retained for the first five years  of the new laW (1)à - 	' 	 : 	: 

. 	. 	- 	. 
Other points made* under this  section  included concern*ab6ut bidding on 

 SOVernMent ContraCtS.- (1) * . One  briéf, - coMmenting on*pOÉSiblesprejUdipe' : 
arising* ‘Érbiri prefiling disclosures: by• companies, specifically  on  the':.: 
iMpaCt_that a:grace period.would  have on  foreign  filing,suggésted that 	-' 
any - grace period in Canada would not affect the majoritY  of  foreigninventors 
in:any eVent, WhO'prOceed on the basis that slich grace periodà do.nbt exist. 
abroad .(1) 	A* further  suggestion  WaS - to  structure the graC.peribd-  So that . 
any fOrm'Of: Use outside  of Canada  Should' not be a bar (1).  

„ . 	 . 	 . 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	, 
Comffientè on . the . -specific  provisions of  section 16'inclilded'the  observation 

 thatHthe word 'evident” in*SectiOn 16(1)a Was redundant:and . wbUld be .- 
liti4ibus . (2). The same concern for the litigiàus nature of_the*cOncept of ' 
"néCesàary , experimental activities" under section 16(1)c was also - raised 
(1):' - Another brief  made the observation  that à 'fixed àix-mOnth'deàdline - 
fôr Carrying:out public experiments‘might prOve insufficiént'in:many  cases  * e l). 	

. 

. 	 • 	
. 	

. 	
. 

, 	

. 

, 
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Alebutting - one of the arguments in the Working Paper, one brief dàubted that 
We presence of a grace period would create a false sense of security which 
WoUld induce Canadians to lose their foreign patent rights (1 . ). - Another . 
brief suggested that  the.  scope of any  grace period should extend - to covet' . 
prior use in Canada (I). A further brief showed concern about the 
uncertainty of relying on regulations under section 16(5) -- (1).« 	• . - 

Section 17 i. 	 • 	 . 	 . , 	• . 	 . . 	 . 	. 	 . 
• . 	. . 	 . 	. 

SeVerar briefs supported the principle of including in the statute . a list 
of excludedaubject matter as Specified under Section 17 -- (3):. Other 
briefs «,suggested that it would be preferable to rely upon jurisprudence, 

. perhaps «based. on a new definition of "invention" to develop exclusions 
under the new law (2 ). One of'these briefs indicated•doubt that:the 

. historical list of exclusions•that had been developed by the pourtsand 
codified under.  section 17 was actually justified (1). 

. 	 - , 	 • 	. 
Commenting oh these specific exclusions listed . under section 17, one,brief 
recoMmended deleting "discoveries from section 17„(1)a .7.-- (1). An .. 
alternat e .  suggestion was that:section 17(1)a should be_preceded_by:the 

. qualifying wôrd "mére" (1). On the question of computer prograffis,'some . 
 SPecificIPPOrt was received  for  their proPosed eiclliSion from, • 	:: .. _ 	: 

patentability (4). One 'brief conceded that it was very coMplex to provide 
• protection for .computer programs (1). Another-brief, firmly supporting  the  
exclUsion  of computer programs from patenting, feared that evasive. claim • 

Alrafting would he capable of covering de facto - programs- -in the form of 

	

WecialiZed computers (1). One brief acceptèd  section 17(1)d 'as a•tisefill 	-. 
povision-for•precluding patenting of:"programmed•computers" (1), •.Another 	: 
brief founctthe wording of  section 17(1)c) and d) unclear .(1).' .- -'-• 	• 	. 
• . . 	 . 	. . 	. 
SeVeral briefs implied that it might still:be appropriateto grant - patents 
for computer prograMS, particulatly.if thé early  publication  of. 	 . 
applications Was coupled « with the possibility of opposition (1). A desire 
tc.ensure: that protection might be available for ,a novel_combination of 
novei data proceSsorà was alSo„expressed '(1).. Another brief Observed that • 
the-working paper . discUssion•on  the exclusion of computer progràms•was 
.epperficiall: .E'inal1y, one brief commented that the,attempt- td - exclude 	- 
..anoVel:aPparatus . in the form of a "programed  computer"  under section 17(1)•d 

•Was without Precedent(1): 	• 	..,_ 	. _ . 2 	 . . ...„ 
. 	 . 	 • . 	. 	. , , 	 . 	 . 	. 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 
Commenting on other explicitexClusions, one brlief Supported  the exclusion 
Of Surgical, methods-under section  17(I)g(1). 	• 	• 	 ,•: 	: •• « . 	. 

‘. 	 , 	. 	 , 	. 	- 	• . 	 . 	- 	- . 	. 
There waS  opposition  in numerous briefs.to the possibility that  the list of 
exCluSions.froM patentable subject matter, might be varied by regulations . 
paSsed « purSuant. to section 17(3). References  in opposition to this Section 
have not been catalogued. One brief did expressly state that the inclusion 
ofSection - 17(3)was•not cOnsidered objectionable (1). AnotherexpreSSed 	- 

the belief:that the existing  jurisprudence  was sufficient to.  identifY 	- „- 
all'thesubjeçts which Should be excIilded from patentability (1).„ 	: 	- 
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The grounds for opposing inclusion of section 17(3) included the fear that 
the scope of patentable subject matter might more easily,be narrowed 110 through the passage of regulations than would be possible through amendment 
by means of al bill before Parliament (1); the concern for difficulty of 
predicting the law when it is subject to variation by regulation (1); the 
belief that the scope of patentable subject matter is at the heart of the • 

 patent system and should not be left to the regulation making process (3) 
but is strictly a matter for Parliament and judicial interpretation (1). 

CHAPTER 2 

Section 20  
This section defines the rights of patentees following the format of the  • 
European Common Market Convention for a Community Patent but with the 
deletion under section 20(1)b of full protection for process inventions 
against the importation of goods produced abroad. Comments on this latter 
deletionarediscussedunder section 22 (below). 

There were few comments on the actual wording of section 20. One brief 
found the wording of this section as a whole to be obscure •(1). Another  • 
found the expression "putting a process on the market" to be confusing (1). 
One brief expressed the fear that  bÿ  enumerating the rights of the patentee 
under section 20(1)a, such rights might become unduly limited (1). Another 
brief objected to section 20(2) on the basis of an objection to the 
principles of the various exclusions enumerated thereunder (1).• 

e Section  21  
Numerous briefs supported the inclusion of the concept of contributory 
infringement in principle (13). Others gave qualified  support,  indicating . 
that the •wording was perhaps too broad (3). 

Some  briefs expressed a preference for the present concept of conspiracy or 
inducement to infringe, or enàorsed section 21 on the understanding that it  • 
mas limited to a codification of the present law (3). One brief- expressed 
support for this.section but suggested that it should be restricted to 
cases where a supplier had actual knowledge of the existence of 
infringement or was inducing infringement (1). A further brief indicated a 
fear that this section might force suppliers to extract ,  an undertaking from 
purchasers not to infringe (1). This samè brief observed that a dilemma 
might exist in cases where the Combines Investigation Act made refusal to 
deal a criminal offence (1). 

Several briefs opposed this provision. One argument against its adoption 
was that section 21 departed from the concept of strict claim liability 	 •  

(1). Another objected that businessmen should never be liable for the sale 
of know products even if they were being used to commit an infringement (1). 
In  a similar vein, ,  it was suggested that suppliers should not be respon-
sible for the actions of end users over which they have no control (1). 
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One brief made thelpOint that section 21 should be extended further.to  
Aepply' tb persons supplying foreign infringers with the means infringe' (1). 
Illeother brief raised the question whether section 21 should be extendéd'to 
,apPly in*cases where pre-grant use of an invention was taking place, 
subjeçt to thé obligation of.paying  compensation  pursuant to'section 23 
( 1 

Section 22 

) . 

A . feW 'briefs.indicated support for the qualified protection afforded . 
proceSs. inventions :under this_sedtion (3). A large number of briefs 
oppbseà theA.imited protedtion :  created under.section 22, preferringfull 
powers for patentees to eXclude goods manufactured abroad by means Of 
process  invention patented in Canada (10). One concern was that the deMand 
of the Canadian market could be totally saturated by imports before the 
establishment  of  local  working'in Canada (4). Another,was that the section 
eay .reduce the extent. to Which foreigners may seek the patenting of process 
inventions in Canada (3). 	briefs.indicated that the absende of full' 
protection  for process inventions would ptejUdide Canadian manufacturers, 
(2): 	. 

Onaenabdra71)7

he easy availability o 

I indea res dimti lil ia sr svee ci tn i, oria aful 

gos to h p 	 guedhat the 

would make industrialists reluctant to develop inventions and technology in 
qualified protection for process inventions established under section 22 

(1). Another, while conceding that it may allow a temporary advantage for 
consum ers in the 	od 	te public,  ar 	t 

gt ih mém: cbkr uie t:alculall:cyalgrwairtki inrig g  
101 11 rights against importers in the case of process inventions, even prior 

o or without any manufacturing in Canada, innovation Will be encouraged 
(1). Another brief, indicating great concern, observed that patentees may 
have sound reasons "not to rush an invention into uneconomic use..:even if 
a competitor might wish to do so" (1). 

One brief, observing that the present U.S. law essentially parallels the 
, 

effeets of section 22,'indicated a belief that the U.S. law would be 
amended eventually (1). 

One brief observed that by granting protection only for.inventions which 
were actually being worked, the protection that might otherwise arise, 
through collateral unworked patents covering competitively similar 
processes, would be lost (1). 
Another brief indicated that if section 22 should be retained, then 
Provisions should be added to prevent stock piling of goods in anticipation 
of local working (1).' Additionally, the presumption now afforded Linder 
present section 41(2) should be retained, at least for the benefit of 
patents issued under the présent Act (1). . 

Commenting on'  rthe  specific  détails  of the section, the potential conditions 
that might be imposed under section 22(3) were characterized as necessary 
bureaucratic supervision (1). One brief was opposed to granting power to 
pass regulations defining such conditions under section 22(3)d -- (1).. On 
die 6ther hand, another brieÉ conceàed that reliance on regulatory'powers 
Iliguld be appropriate under this section (1). Another brief indicated a 
reluctance to see the Patent Authority charged with responsibility for 
determining whether  local  working actùally existed (1). 	' 
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Section 23  

General support for inclusion of this provision, which would entitle 
patentees to collect compensation for pre-grant use of  •their inventions, 
occurred in many briefs, particularly in the event that applications are 
subjected to early publication under section 40 -- (7). A few briefs 
indicated opposition, citing as reasons that section 23(2) would serve as 
an invitation to pirate (1); and the fear that the section would cause 
broad speculative claiming (2); and indicating a preference  for  rapid 
examihation in cases of need rather than reliance on section 23 (2). 

• Other briefs concentrated on the terms and conditions Which would apply 
under section 23. Some briefs preferred that compensation run from the 
date,of publication of an application rather than from the date the user 
first acquired notice of the application (5). One brief observed that 

• running liability from the date of notice only put a premium on indolence 
and neglect (1). 

Briefs also commented on the standard of compensation under section 23. 
One indicated a preference for the court to determine the degree of 
compensation (1). There was argument in favour of the standard of 
'damages' for compensation rather than that of the willing-licensor/ 
willing-licensee test (3). Another view was that the scope  of royalty  
Under section 23(3) be left open to the Patent Authority's discretion (1). 
The proposed standard under section 23(3) was also criticized as,being 
insufficient to compensate patentees in cases where examination delay could 

•

use up a substantial proportion of the patent term (1). s 

One.brief indicated specific approval for the proposition that compensation 
would be limited to the claims as granted (1). The right to take interim 
proceedings under  section  23(5) was approved as providing useful protection 
to the patentee, with the reservation that it might not'go far enough (1). 

TWO further observations were that section 23 compensation should not be 
payable if the patent were subsequently ,  revoked after grant (1), and that 
compensation payable shduld accumulate interest (1). 

Section 24 	' 

section 24 	(1). 

The provisions under subsections 24(1)e,f,g, which would have permitted 
Canadian industry to incorporate freely patented technology ,  in to products 
sold abroad, were considered objectionable by an overwhelming number of 
briefs -- approximately 50 of the first 230 briefs and letters received. 
Only two briefs indiCated,any qualified degree of support. One company 

*indicated that it was net disturbed  bÿ  this provision, agreeing that it 
Wwoud encourage the exploitation of export markets by Canadian industry 

Most of the commentary under this section,was focussed on the provisions of 
subsections 24(1)epfpg. 	One brief allowed, however, that section 24(1) 
was not objectionable in principle (1). The scope of section 24(1)a in 
its  application  to Use for the public benefit, such as harbour dredging, 
was (questioned (1). It was also suggested that section 24(3) be clarified 
to ensure that regulations passed thereunder wot0x1 not affect the scope of 
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generally (1). Another singled out Section 24(1)e as unobjeCtiOnablé 
the basis thatlt would merely permit Canada to serve as a conduit for the 

- egport:and re-export of . a patented prodUct - (1). The commentarie and •' 
Wounds under which these provisions were opposed were diverse. it .  wa's 

• stiggested that the provision would be too difficult.to enforce since it 
'could serve  as a guise:for - production  directed to infringing sales Within 
Canada (7).- Fear was expressed that this  provision  woule.require'a .  • • 
bureaucratic agency to ensure its enfOrcement (2). Another grotind for .  ' . 	 _ 

'. obiedting was that Canadian :inventors would-no longer be able to auPpreàs cana::. 
dian competitors Who were selling in foreign markets, but:rather would hie t.à::: relY on the  more : expensive - and'uncertain procedure of acquiring and  
enforcing patents in foreign'markets (6) . A preference wàs expressed in  

. sàme briefs:to being  •able to surppress competitive infringement at its  . 	.; _ 
manUfacturing source, even where foreign patents had been acquired and were 
available td exclude competition in the foreign market (2).' One company : :--,;: 
stated that Many of its foreign sales were in less deVeloped cpuntrièS 	' . 
where no patents were being obtained..(1). 	. . . 	. 

. 	 . 	 • 	. 	. 	. 	, . 	 . 	 . 

One brief,indIcated that "many manufacturers obtain Canadian patents:merely 
_ 

to protect their U.S.. market"  by  stopping infringement at the source,.and 	. 
_that::if section :24(1je. ,f,g, were to go forWard, then a substantial-. 	 .. . 	. 

falling,-off of applications from  the U.S. would occur (1). :  Other-briefs. 	•:. 
-ékpressed the concern ,that section 24 (1)e,f,g, would ténd::,to reduce he . • '' 
'e rxteht of Patent filings in Canada (1). • In the same vein,-another'brief  

• -suggested that : the- proVision:Would reduce efforts by•AMericans to encouragé  
• ffianufacturing in Canada (1). 	• 	 . 	 „ 

	

, 	 . . 	 . 	 • 	• 	 . 	. 	. 	. • .• . 	 . 	. . 	 . 	, 
elli- the-otherhand,the fear was expressed that U,S, competitorss,would - tend 	: 
IMItuse: Canada as a base to sUpply'eXport  markets, and,  while-Such use mould 
create jobs in  Canada,  such jobs' would be at the expense . of employment at : L 
the:patentee's. factory (1).  , 

. 	 : 	 • 	 , 	. 	 . . 	. 	 . . 	 . . 	. 	 . 	. 	 . 
Some of the opposition appeared based on the fact that these provisions  

'WoUld-conStitute à derogation from:the traditional rights of inventors (1). ..'.'f, 
The provision:was characterized - as unfair to Inventors (1); quite . . 	 • 
tinaddeptable 'tà the patent OWner (1) .  and :utterly ridiculods (1), - ' • 	 , . _ _ 

. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 • 	 . , 
One:btief,'while'opposed to the provision, cbnsidered it to be onlY minor 	. 
and unlikely to.  serve as a disincentive - to export. (1). SéVeral briefs  . 	. 

	

- argued'that:the . provisions.of  section  24(1)eif . ,g, would redUce-the.. 	' 	• ' 
. 	. 

: exploitatton'offoreign export markets by Canadian patentees, partictilarly 
where'CanadiancOmpetitorsacqUire patented . comPonents'frôm low'cost'  
foreign  sources  (à), It was observed that competing Canadian sourdes for 
export  markets  would not have  to  carry the R&D costs incurred.by'the ' • . 	_,.. 
patentee and Would, therefore, be abl e .  •o undercut sales of the Patentee I 	_ • _ 
abroad (1).. - Loss - of Such export markets woUld raise the costs to Canadians 
of  patented - gOodS bedause the 'Canadian market can:only  support.  sMall.;--sçale 
production (1). .:This'effect-couldeven render Canadian patents useless . 
because  of  the relatively small size of the Canadian markets (1). 	 . 

An alternate viewpoint was that this provision could lead to a 
misallocation of Canadian resources by shifting production into supplying 
export Markets in which no patents existed (1). 
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• Several briefà commented that section 24 (1) •e,f,g vidlates the principle 
,under Article 4 bis the Paris Convention that patent rights_in each-Coun-. 

etryshould be independent of patent rights granted'in other Countries . 
(4).' This argument appears to have been•based. either onthe•reference 

• - to 'Èbreign patent rights in the portion of the working . .paper that. 
' discussed the policy behind-section 24(1)e,f,g, or.on the fact that 
' patentees•Would be forced to rely on foreign patent rights to obtain .  . 
• exclusivity abroad. 	 . 	 . 

•

, 	 . 
. 	 . 	 . 

Another obserVation . supporting opposition.to these provisions was the 
-fact;that U.S. law.does not prevent the importation of goOdslnanufactured 
àbroad thrôugh use of a .  process invention., This hiatus, coUpled with 
sections •24(1)e,f,g would deny à Canadian .patentee any ability to stop -- 
'a Canadian competitor from using a Process invention in Canada. to .supply . 

' the U.S. market .(2). There was also  an objection  to Canada becoming.a « 
- base for international infringement (1). -Another brief warned 0e ' 

- possible international retaliation (1). • 	 _ . 	 . , • . 	. 	• • • ._ . 	 . 	. . 	 , . 	 . 
' . SéVeral briefe emphasized thé importance to Canadian industry.  oe 	, 

.exploiting foreign markets (31. The rights excluded by seCtion .24(1.)e,, 
f,g were•emphasiZed as not being  minimal (1). 'Exclusion of rights in 
these areasWould mean a loss to Canadian patentées cry • . 

One brief suggested that no need for section 24(1)e,f,g, had been shown 
(1). Another observed that foreigners were willing to license Unadian 
manufacturers in any event (1) . In cases where foreigners 

Allw  are not manufacturing in Canada, a compulsory licence would al,ways be 
uP available (1). Once one person began manufacturing in Canada, there 

seemed no reason to allow a second manufacturer to become established (1). 

Other observations on the proposal contained in section 24(1)e,f,g, 
included: 

- little interest would probably exist in manufacturing 
purely for export markets (1); 

- Canadian industry is unlikely to export under this 
provision because it is generally non-competitive in 
international markets (1); 

- 
- the provision "would mean the end of patent practice 

in Canada" (1); 

- the right to re-export seems inconsistent (1); 

- the provision will not gUarantee acCess to foreign: 
markets because of the existence of foreign patent 
.barriers.(1)'; 

- the provision will discourage processing in Canada (1); 

- "this proposal will encourage wholesale càpying of 
-patented inventions in' Canada by canadian companies 
•who  will export:the products.after  manufacture;' in 
Canada" . (1)'; 	 •• 
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- section 24(1)e,f,g, will weaken the development of 
. industry in Canada. "Only if every manner of practice 
of invention is sufficiently protected" will there be 
growth in manufacturing-,and export from Canada (1); 

-• the  provision  will remove the power  of Canadian patentees 
to:grant  exclusive licences  (1); 	 . 

- implementation of this proposal would cause transfer of 
technology to Canada to fall off out of fear that export 
,competitors would be created and research in Canada would 
be  severely curtailed (2); 

- foreign licensors would charge higher 'front-end fees 	 • 

for technology because of the risks that would be created 
by this provision (1). 

One company emphasized in its brief that even though it was a heavy exporter, 
it was opposed to the inclusion of these provisions (1)0 Another company 
stated that export sales have helped support its R&D activities in 
Canada (1). 	• 

Commenting on the details of this section, one brief expressed uncertainty 
as to whether section 24(1)e would allow use of a patented production 
machine in Canada to make a non-patented product for export (1).• Reliance 
on regulations to establish the procedures of section 24(3) was criticized 
M one  brief (1). 
IM,  
Two suggestions were made for alternatives which, while not necessarily 
supported, were offered as preferable to section 24(1)e,f,g, as drafted. 
One was that the freedom of competitors to manufacture for export should 
be subject to suspension once the patentee established local working in 
Canada (1); the other was that a right to export might be made available 
under compulsory licensing (2). 

Section 25  

This section would introduce the concept of 'exhaustion' into the law 
according to which Canadian patent rights could not be asserted against 
goods that had already been sold on the market by the patentee or a 
person related to the patentee. A few briefs indicated support for 
inclusion of some degree of the exhaustion concept in the Canadian 
patent law (5). It was suggested in one brief that products prepared 
abroad by a process patented in Canada "should obviously be permitted 
to be imported into Canada if they are made abroad by the patentee or 
his licensee" (1). Several briefs, accepting the scope of world-wide 
exhaustion established under section 25(1), were opposed to any defini-
tion of "related person" under section 25(2) which extended beyond the 
patentee and his direct affiliates (2). Some of the briefs gave support 
to a qualified form of exhaustion such as applying only where goods were 
sold by the patentee without restriction (as this is the present law) (1) 

iichere the original sale occured in Canada (1). 
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On the other hand, some 65 briefs registered opposition to the 

«proposal in section 25, citing a variety of reasons. One observation 
ade was that there was no evidence that patents contributed to inter-

national price discrimination (3). Other briefs conceded that inter-
national price discrimination may exist, but argued that patents were 
not an important factor (2); or that factors relating to resource 
allocation justified such discrimination (1); or that price differentials 
were inevitable because Canadian distribution costs were higher (1) and 
were justifiable if they supported the establishment of local manufacturing 
in Canada'(1). 

Doubt was expressed in a number of briefs that the patent right can 
potentially contribute to the creation of economically non-viable production 
(10). The absence  of examples of this occurring was noted (1). The view  • 
was expressed that if a business is • non-viable, it will fail whether or not 
patent protection exists (2). The inherent limited nature of the patent 
term was cited as a deterrent to the creation of inefficient industry 
under the umbrella of patent protection in Canada (2). In any event, 
doubt was expressed that exhaustion would effectively limit such a tendency 
or reduce international price discrimination if, in fact, these actually 
existed (2). 

It was suggested that the patent law is an inappropriate vehicle for 
attempting to limit the establishment of inefficient industry in Canada (1). 
It was also suggested that the potential for competitors to "invent 
around" a patented invention removes much of the danger  •that a patent 

fray support creation of inefficient industry (1). 

Several briefs expressed the conviction that Canadian industry was 
inherently uneconomic relative to the world market and could never compete 
in terms of the . costs of labour, given the productivity of Canadian labour 
(2). It was observed that exhaustion runs contrary to the present Canadian 
policy of maintaining international trade barriers (1). Another observation 
was that èxhaustion denies the patentee the traditional right to exploit 
his invention territorially' (1) . . There was a repeated Objection that the 
principle of exhaustion would expose Canadian industry to imported low-
priced goods from foreign markets and undermine the incentive to 'establish 

• local manufacturing in Canada (10). One brief stated that it was completely 
illogical to favour ,  importers (foreign manufacturers) over Canadian menu-
faoturers for the sake of keeping lower price levels for the consumer (1). 
The view was expressed that the negative effect of exhaustion far 
outbalanced any beneficial incentive to local working that might arise 
out of adoption of split-term (1). 

The impact of exhaustion on Canadian industry would be particularly 
significant in view of Canada's proximity to the United States (1) and 
the increasing industrialization of developing countries which have lower 
overall production costs (2). It was suggested that the inability of 
Canadian industry to compete against international industrial giants 

• is getting worse (1) and that Canada cannot afford to abandon all, or 
even most, of its manufacturing activity now or in the next decades (1). 

leh
e effect of exhaustion, it was argued by some briefs, would be to 
ift manufacturing abroad along with research and development activities 

(2). A further observation was that infant industries are often initially 
inefficient and that exhaustion would give no opportunity go get beyong this 
Stage (5)..: ' Even  established industries needed time to build up their 
reputation as available suppliers of a new 
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product before they could begin producing efficiently (1) , 

qtther concern expressed was that the full implementation of exhaustion 
would reduce the extent to which foreigners would tend to obtain patents 
in Canada or license such patents to Canadian industry (6). 

A number of briefs argued that it was inappropriate that exhaustion 
should be unilaterally incorporated into the Canadian patent law in 
derogation of the rights of Canadian patentees, in the absence of the 
adoption of a similar principle abroad that would allow the goods of 
Canadian licensees to enter foreign markets (12). As a related 'factor, 
it was suggested that Canadian industry could not take advantage of or 
rely on making sales abroad because it faced foreign tariffu 

Several briefs pointed out that the adoption of exhaustion within the 
European Common Market was not a precedent for the adoption of world 	le 
exhaustion under Canadian law. Exhaustion within the EEC was ?imited to 
the common market itself (1). It was further suggested that there was 
no precedent for the adoption of world scale exhaustion in a national 
patent law (1) and that Canada should await development': within thn • EEC 
before adopting exhaustion as part of Canada's national laws (1). The 
unilateral adoption of exhaustion would put Canada out of step with . the 
rest of the world (1). 

The fear was expressed in a number of briefs that exhaustion would limit 
the ability  of  Canadian industry to license its inventions abroad In view 

the  possibility that the goods of the foreign licensee could, under 
•lee exhaustion principle, re-enter Canada in competition with goods 
manufactured in Canada (8). Sales by U.S. licensees, it was suggested, 
would always undercut the prices of Canadian manufacturers (1). Royalties 
paid on such sales would not make up for lost manufacturing profit (1). 
Loss of sales based on Canadian production would also mean a foss of 
pùrchasing power in the hands of Canadian workers (1). 

The effect of the requirement that exhausted goods must first be intro-
duced into the foreign market before being entitled to enter Canada under 
the exhaustion principle was also discussed. The fear was expressed that 
althOugh sale on a foréign market would normally entail a markup over 
costs, foreign licensees might engage in dumping or price-cutting based 
on production over-runs, thereby achieving an economic effect equivalent 
to direct competition (4). 

One brief estimated that the advantages associated with exhaustion were 
not worth the costs; that the uncertainty created in the value of the 
patent right would be high and the probable beneficial effects would be 
low (1). This brief concluded that it would be better for Canada to have 
an uncompetitive industry, rather than no industry (1). Another observation 
was , that the policy of exhaustion would create a Lhreat of import compe-
tition based on foreign produced exhausted goods, and that any' fragmentation 
of the Canadian market resulting from such importation could leave the 
Canadian producer with wasted extra capacity (2). 
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1 
A number of briefs cited the reference to the existence of foreign patents gl> under section 25(2) as violating the principle of the independence of 	1 
patents established under the Paris Convention (6). One brief claimed 	1 

that this provision violated the principle of non-discrimination against 
foreigners inherent in the national treatment clause of the convention (1). 

Some briefs remarked on the inadequacy of tariff protection as a substitute 
for the kind of protection offered newly established industries by the 
patent right. Tariffs were suggested to be inadequate because they were not 
specific to a given product (1) and were subject to retaliation (2). 

Commenting on possible reaction abroad to the adoption of exhaustion as 
part of the Canadian law, one brief suggested that it would be beneficial 
for MNE's since it would encourage them to ensure that the Canadian 
market was supplied from the most efficient source (1). Another brief, 
however, indicated' the belief  that  the U.S. would retaliate if exhaustion 
were adopted as part of Canadian law (1). 

Commenting on the specific provisions of section 25, one brief objected 
to the inclusion of historically related licensees under section 25(2) 
on the basis that such a provision would be a major barrier to the granting 
of temporary licences (1). Several briefs objected to the possible 
enlargement of the definition of "related persons" pursuant to regulations 
under section 25(4) - (5). As an alternative, one of these briefs 
suggested that the statute should guarantee a right for the public to 
make submissions at oral hearings before any regulations are passed under 4, this section (1). The shifting of the burden of proof under section 25(6) 
was considered to be highly detrimental to the patentee (10). Section 
25(3) wàs also objected to in one brief (1). 

Some briefs suggested alternatives for moderating the problems giving rise 
to the exhaustion proposals, including the creation of compulsory licences 
(1) or special taxes and compulsory dividends (1) in cases where price 
discrimination was actually demonstrated; the creation of discretionary 
exemptions from the exhaustion principle in special cases to ensure that 
the establishment of local manufacturing would still be encouraged (1); 
or a generalized right for patentees to argue reasons justifying the 
suspension of exhaustion (1). One brief recommended that, if adopted, 
exhaustion should only be imposed on existing patents after a two-year 
grace period (1). Another brief, opposed in principle to world scale 
exhaustion, suggested that, if adopted, the concept should be limited 
to  cases  where the original sale took place under,the umbrella of patent 
protection (1). 

Sections 26, 27  

These two sections establish the duration and conditions which govern 
the term of protection. They refer specifically to requirements for 
payment of maintenance fees and the filing of information returns at 
three year intervals, the date for commencement of the patent term and 
the requirement that local working must be established by the end of an • initial term to secure the extension of the patent for a further term. 
Analysis of commentaries on tlese sections will be characterized under 
these headings. 
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Maintenance Fees  
• 

• umber of briefs indicated that they could support or accept the 
introduction of an obligation for patentees to pay maintenance fees 
at regular periods throughout the patent term as a condition for 
continuing the patent right (13). On the other hand, a number of 
briefs indicated either'opposition to maintenance fees or concerns 
about the burden that such fees would impose (20). 

Those in favour of maintenance fees indicated various grounds for giving 
such support. One view was that maintenance fees were inevitable (1). 
Another was that increased filing fees and maintenance fees would discourage 
frivolous applications (1). A further ground was that such fees would 
prevent abuses and encourage the abandonment of "deadwood" patents 
(2). In a similar vein, it was suggested that renewal fees could usefully 
be used to terminate patents which were not being worked in Canada (1). 
It was suggested that maintenance fees alone were capable of achieving 
much of the objective behind the proposal for a split term (2). 

Those supporting fees had different views as to when they should be payable. 
One suggestion was that fees should be payable annually (2). Another 
supported the limitatation  of,  fees to three year intervals (1). A 
further brief recommended fees at the fifth and the tenth year only (1). 
One comment was that making fees due at odd intervals did not accord with 
international practice and would raise'the administrative expense of paying 
such fees (1). Two briefs supported the proposal that fees be made 
dityable with respect to pending applications that had not yet been granted 
Mig patent.(2). 

Those opposed to Maintenance fees indicated their concern for administrative 
complexity (1) or the administrative costs associated with the payment 
of such fees (2). It was suggested that fees would not be a burden on 
the patentee (1) but would be a barrier to the continued maintenance of 
patent right (1). It was suggested that such fees served no useful 
purpose and would lead to more bureaucratic paper work (2). 

The absence of maintenance fees in Canada was cited  as an attractive feature 
of the Canadian law which encouraged many Americans to obtain patents in 
Canada (1). Fee requirements would deter filings (1). It was suggested 
that if Canada adopted fees without similar fees being established in the 
United States, it might shift the establishment of new industry 
to the United States (1). One brief doubted that maintenance fees were 
beneficial (1). The view was expressed that such fees would tend to hurt 
small inventors in Canada in particular (1). 

As to the scale of fees, several briefs indicated that they should be 
relatively small (2). One brief, opposed to maintenance fees, argued that 
no attempt should be made to recover the cost of operating the Patent 
Office through the charging of fees generally (1). 
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Doubt was expresSed that maintenance feés Would raise substantial. 
revenue (1). 	Another brief observed that present patent fees were . e relatively low and perhaps should be raised M. One brief supported - 
the  concept of fees that escalated over time (1). 

It was suggested that if maintenance fees were established,  provisions 
shOuld be included to a11oW thé reinstatement of patents that have. S 
-lapsed for the non-paYment of fees (1). 

• 
Information. filings  

•A number Of briefs indicated support for some degree of information 
gathering (13). MoSt of the  briefs supporting this proPoSal plabed 
somequalifications.on the scope of information collection. Some of 
their concerns were similar to those opposed to an informatiOn 'gathering 
..power. It•was suggested that too onerous a demand for data  collection 
would reduce patenting (2); that the collection of ihformation could be 
coètly  and  burdensome  (4) and  that only reasonable efferts'to •  gather: - 
data should be expected_of patentees (2) .. 'Thé costs for holders' of 
large patent portfolios.could bé enormous (1)., Some of those supporting 
informatiàn collection Would . restrict it to relevant, non-prejudicial, 
non-burdensome data .(1) or data relating only to Use or working of an' 
invention (3) - , ,.One brief would .include,information on . payments made to 
fereigners . (1) 1 ... Another brief.felt that information should be restricted 
tà "use  of the patent right" rather than to the "invention" "(1).  One . 
suggestion  was that data collection. should bé limited to working. or. • 
licensing  'in  Canada (1). 

110 ;, 

Among the briefs opposing data collection, it was suggested that too much 
information would be generated, to the extent that it would be impossible 
to digest' (2). This was expressed in another brief as opposition to massive 
information collection (1). It was suggested that if an information 
Obligation was imposed in Canada but not in the United States it might 
tend to shift the establishment of new industry to the U.S. (1). One  brief 
expressed the view that the collection of the full scope of information 
perceived as being contemplated by the Working Paper "strikes at the root 
of the free enterprise system" (1). Another brief referred to information 
collection as "a flagrant intrusion of the state into private industry" (1). 
The imposition of any information burden, including  information on whether 
an invention  was being worked locally, was considered by another brief as 
an unwarranted imposition on the patentee (1). 

Several briefs discussed the scope of information gathering powers. It 
was suggested that such powers must be expressly limited ih the act (2) 

de and that there must be a reasonable delineation of the scope of such 
qv powers (2). Concern for 'the  breadth of ministerial discretion under the 

working of proposed section 26(3) was expressed (1). There was opposition 
to reliance on regulations to define Information reiquirements (2), but 

A number of briefs showed concern that data collected shbuld be kept 
confidential. , The absence of confidentiality was seen'as placing patentees 
at a competitive disadvantage (1). The suggestion was made that only 
aggregate data should be made public (1). There was a warning that the 
disclosure of licence terms would reduce the degree of licensing (1). 
The suggestion was made that the statute itself should recite the terms 
of confidentiality (1). 
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it was conceded in another brief that use of the regulatory power might 
• appropriate in this particular case (1). One brief recommended that Illke collection of data should not be a rigid statutory requirement, but 
should be suspendible in the event it proved to be unproductive (1). 
Another brief suggested that the nature of the information to be gathered 
needed to be identified, together with the proposed form of analysis, to 
demonstrate its relevance before provisions establishing such information 
collection powers were enacted (1). The fear was expressed that a skewed 

'collection of data might misrepresent the actual value of the patent 
system (1).' 

It was observed that difficulties with the collection of information 
would arise during the transition period when patents under both the 
old act and the new act would be in force (1). 

Referring to the sanctions, to support collection of data, one brief 
indicated a preference for encouraging but not,forcing the disclosure 
of such information (1). A suggestion was made that in lieu of lapse of 
patent rights, such rights could be suspended, and, for any period of 
default, the right to collect damages or royalties could be denied (1). 
Suspension would only occur after several notices of default had been 
delivered (1). Intervening rights arising in any interim period of 
default would be confined to acquired goods (1). Another suggestion was 
that any information collection program should be based on a sampling 
format (1). 

emencement of the Patent Term  

There appeared to be general acceptance of shifting the date of 
commencement of  •the patent te  rm from the date of grant to the date 
of filing an application. A few briefs mentioned this provision 
specifically (4). Others implied support by proposing a specific term 
for the patent to run from filing (18). 

A number of briefs indicated either an expressed or implied preference 
to dating the term from grant (8). One brief suggested that dating from 
grant sho:uld be coupled with quick examination (1). A few briefs 
suggested hybrid term provisions such as the shorter of 16 years from 
grant or 20 years from filing (1); 17 years from grant or 20 years from 
filing (1); a term of 14 years from priority, subject to yearly extensions 
•on payment of annual fees up to 15 years from grant (1). 

The proposal, to date commencement of the patent term from the first 
international filing relied upon by the applicant for priority purposes, 
was specifically supported in a few submissions (4). Other briefs 
expressed opposition to.the principle of using the priority date as a 
reference for the commencement of dating of the patent term (2). One 
of these briefs indicated that it could not be understood why reliance 
on the foreign filing date was desirable (1). Numerous briefs suggested 
that reference to a foreign priority date would constitute possible 
violation of article 4 bis (5) of the Paris Convention (16). One brief 

Iggested that the object of such a proposal appeared to be to deny 
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foreigners the benefit of the priority period, observing that foreigners 

41,  were at an inherent disadvantage because of their removal from the local market (1). Another brief expressed the conviction that the stipulation 
in article 4 bis (5), that the patent term must not be dependent on any 
claim to priority, was obsolete (1). 

It was observed that inclusion of the priority year in the calculation 
of the patent term would effectively remove a year of protection at the 
end of term where the patent right could be of significantly greater 
commercial value (2). It was also stated that if the object >  of dating 
a patent from its priority filing was to encourage foreign patentees to 
file their Canadian applications at an early date, then this ran 
contrary to the  phi1osophr inherent in the PCT of allowing patent, 
applicants extra time beyond the 12-month convention period available 
to inventors for deciding on the extent of international protection of 
their inventions (1). 

Duration and Division of Patent Term  

With respect to the proposal to split or divide the patent term into two 
phases, a number of briefs expressed explicit opposition to such a division 
(14). Other briefs implied or indicated opposition to the concept of a 
split term either by referring to the possibility that a split term might 
violate the Paris Convention (10) or by recommending a single period for 
the term, (see,above). 

Ask Some briefs indicated support for the concept of encouraging local working 
IM,  but OnlY by relying on such mechanisms as compulsory licensing (4); 

escalating  maintenance  fees (3) and tariff and tax provisions (1). To 
make compulsory licensing more effective it was suggested that the avail- 
ability of licences for unworked patents should be advetised (1). One 
brief acknowledged that the Patent Act should concentrate on the obligation 
of patentees to manufacture in Canada, but went on to argue that the law 
should not be drafted in a manner which would drive patentees away (1). 
The same concern was expressed in another brief which supported a split 
term but felt that the proposal for nine plus five years would reduce 
filings (1). 

Other briefs conceded that the encouragement of local working was a 
desirable objective for the patent law without specifying means for 
effecting this (2). A number of briefs recommended adoption of some 
form of split term (11). 

Opinions were expressed that foreigners should be required to manufacture 
or licence their inventions in Canada as a condition for having a Canadian 
patent (1) and that the absence of local working was a major defect of 
modern patent systems (1). This latter observation was made in a brief 
that went on to state that patents were serving increasingly to protect 
import monopolies (1). 

A few briefs indicated opposition to inclusion of any form of incentive 

0 
 to bias patentees towards establishing local manufacture of their 
inventions in Canada (4). One of the briefs suggested that only market 
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mechaniSms Should influence the decision to establish local manufacturing 
Another observed that local working might bé totally impractical 

cases where potential Canadian sales volume was too low or where 'high. 
Canadian  production  costs made* export impractical (1). This brief 
conceded that concern might exist.when patents served as "mere iMport.mono-
polies" but concluded that, in any event, the patent term should not be • 
made dependent on local working . (1).. 

Commenting on the effectiveness of a split term as an incentive to encourage 
local working, several briefs expressed doubt that the prospect of a 
five year extension would have any significant effect (2). Others 
warned that a split term might induce premature or unnecessary local 
manufacturing (2) or otherwise lead to the establishment of inefficient 
local industry (1). 

It was suggested in one brief that the split term, coupled with shortened 
periods would not only deter patenting but licensing as well (1). Another 
brief suggested that the combination of these two features would undermine 
the development of Canada's technological base by discriminating against 
foreigners (1).  One  brief expressed concern that foreign nations would 
retaliate if a split term were adopted in Canada to encourage local working 
(1) 

Another objection to introduction of a split term was the potential 
administrative expense and burden which, it was felt, would be involved (3). 
The negative impact that the uncertainty associated with such a system 
tield have on the number of patent filings (1) and on thé ability of 

, 

	

	entees to find financial backing was also cited as a ground for 
opposing a split term (1). One brief noted that if one object of the 
split term was to get rid of patents that were not effectively in use, 
then this could equally be obtained by charging substantial renewal 
fees (1). 

- 
A number of briefs indicated support for different versions of the 
split term. Proposals included: 

- 9 plus 5 (1) 
- 9 plus 5 dating from grant (allowing two years for examination (1) 
- 10 plus 5 (1) 
- 10 plus 6 (1) 
- 10 plus 5 plus a second five year extension (1) 
- 14 plus 5 (1)' 
- 15 plus 5 (4) 
- 16 plus 4 (1) 

One brief expressed the view that the proposal to adopt a split term of 
nine, plus .f ive  years would precipitate improvement and new inventions at 
an earlier date and get prices down to their proper level (1). Another 
brief indicated support for the split term as proposed on the understanding 
that the provisions relating to exhaustion would also be incorporated 

r in the revised law (1). 
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Several briefs expressed concern that provision should be made for 
extending the initial term on a case by case basis, such as where local 
working was imminent (2) or where the patentee had received inadequate 
remuneration (2). One brief made its support for a split term 
conditional on inclusion of extension provisions for individual cases 
(1). Another observed that the draft proposals for a revised Model 
Law, now under consideration before the World Intellectual Property 
Organization in Geneva, would allow two successive extensions of five 
years beyond an initial term of 10 years where the patentee established 
legitimate reasons for granting such extensions (1). 

Apart from the question of whether some form of split term might be 
appropriate, many briefs expressed concern that the proposed initial 
term of nine years dating from the priority filing was an insufficient 
period within which patentees could be expected to arrange for local 
working. This was said to be particularly true in the case of late- 
starting inventions -- such inventions would lose entirely the benefit 
of patent protection as an incentive  •  for their commercial adoption (3). 
It was suggested that it would be ironic for a patent to lapse simply 
because it was not in use by the ninth year (1). It was stated that, 
on occasion, it might be commercially desirable to delay the adoption 
of new technology until existing capital equipment was worn-out (1) or 
until appropriate market conditions arose (1) or until any excess capacity 
in existing production facilities was used up (1). Other inventions might 
simply lie dormant for years (1), or, like the tar sands projects, be 
delayed in their implementation because of the scale  of  industry involved 

•

( ) 

As to the'appropriate length of an initial term, in some cases it was 
stated simply that nine years was not long enough to get new technology, 
particularly highly speculative technology, into production or to establish 
local working (12). Other briefs elaborated on this point and on delays 
that could occur following the'filing of a patent application. 

It was suggested that one to three years production experience was often 
needed to work out production problems (1); that six to eight years was 
a realistic average time for the introduction of new technology (1); that 
the average delay between filing and'first commercial sale in Canada was 
6.5 years  (1) and  that it took six years to get products on the market 
and overcome public resistance or reluctance to change (1). Maximum sales, 
according to this last brief, may not be achieved until the eleventh year 
(1). Other briefs indicated that five to seven or 10 years of development 
time was typical (3); that some projects were not ready for commerciali- 
zation within 10 years (1); that 10 to 12 years was required to develop 
a market for most significant inventions (1); that "upwards of 10 years" 
was usually required for the full process of technical innovation to permit 
the first recovery of production costs (1); and that while first commercial 
use might occur at three to five years, it took five to eight years to 
establish the first profit (1). One company cited an instance where it had 
spent millions of dollars over a five-year period without even starting 
production (1). Another brief observed that a return on investment often 
did not commence until six to seven years .. 'from  discovery (1). • 
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It was, suggested that nine years would prove insufficient for foreign . 
ekrporations to obtain enough commercial experience at home to  contemplate 
Waansion into foreign markets (1). 

On the other hand, it was stated that "patentees certainlY should •be able 
to develop a market . for products under patents within a nine year period". 
(1).- One -brie felt that nine years for the first term Might be acceptable 
on the average if the total. term.were 17 years rather than . 14 years_(1).... 
Another.indipated that while nine years Was a short period of time within 
which . to, .getinto production, in the beàt interests of everyone,it Was not 
unreasonable:(1). 	 • 

*Marketing experience in various fields was referred to in the briefs,.  A 
company in the field of business machines reported that it -experienCed 
delays  of  seven years in coMmercializing . patented technolOgy (1). -  In the 
aircraft field one brief reported that five to tén years might be reqUired 
for,develcipment with 20 years being needed to eàtablish a return on 
investment (i). One firm in the busines s .  of aerial electronics reported .  . 
that, in:its, experience, the first commercial returns on a new patented, 

- product did not *occur until after five to seven years.. A brief from-a 
company in the computer business indicated that a six . to  ten year delay 
Until cOMMercialization was not unçommon for major products in a complex . 

 art.'(1). *Another brief pointed out that in the atomic industry it took 10 
to 20 Years to:establish actual Use of a new invention (1).. One • brief 
noted.that ittook five years to market edible oil  (1) 	A brieffrôni .  a - 
company in the-bil.refining  business  Suggested that first:Use of patented: 

ilientionS'occured . at the minimumsOnly after seven years (I), - One brief 
ludéd listà and tables shOwing delays to first commercial use of new 

inventions,in a variety of fields with averages.of 18 years (I) and 12 ' - 
yearà:(1).' :Another brief' argued-that' the'durveys carried  out  ih:the-l950's 
.on .the'first Commercial use of patented inventionS-Were  no longer - 	- 	• 
applicable due to significant changes in teChnologY (1). 	; 	 • 

. _ . 	. 	, 
.inHthechemical field:the . delay'until the grant'of the firSt . licençe, was 
reported by-One cOmPany . as- being . onthe order' of 10 years  for a new1prOcess 
.(.1); . - Another, brief suggested that chemical inventions .  'usually reqUired 
eight:years, and exCeptionaily 15 Years before production commenced'(1), • 
The-break-even point where:sales equal.prOductiort costs was reportedin 
another brief-as OCcurring in this industry generally-after 10 years:al. 
A'brief'-froMa Company in  the field ofindListrial . .chemicals rePorted:that`, - 
it-required several,years to get intOprôduction-and:establish sales volume 

It'suggeSted that for agricuTtural . chemicals.10years wae reqUired 
before  production .could be eàtablished 

In the 	
• 

drùg:industry, it .,was reported .that.new'produCts' were LiSUally - - 
introduCed into the market only after lp year's (1). Advising.on foreign, 
experience, one brief- reportedthat 'seven tà.t.en' years was reqUired'in. 
Japan-to'introdUce a new medicine into the market (1). Another:brief 
state& that - while soMé pharmaceuticalà could be Marketed,within five.years, 

'this was not the usual -case (1). Furthermore, according to this brief, ' • 
phYsicianS are hesitant to adoPt new drugs and this further,delays 
establiShMerit'.of.fu,liffiarket potential (I). Another brief stateq'that':: 
ghmercialikation of - prochicts in fields where'toxicological . asSessment:and 
eMistration Was required'might . be extended by a further Jive to Six yearà 
On average beyond  the normal  delay (1).,' 
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Several briefs noted that in the fields of pharmaceuticals and agricultural qp, chemicals, firms were required to obtain government approval before 
marketing new products (4). Data for products registered with the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency was produced showing an average delay of 97 
months (eight years) from discovery to agency approval for agricultural 	i 
chemicals apprOved during 1974-75 (1). The average period of pendency for' 
applications seeking approval was 42 months (1). 

-Arguing that.the required procedures tended to delay the first commercial 
use of these products in Canada, some of these briefs suggested that the 
term of patent protection in such cases should only commence once approval 
•to sell had been obtained (3). A further suggestion was that continuing 
work on field development for new applications of such products should 
qualify as local working and attract the extended term (2). 

Apart from the issue of whether the patent term should be divided and made 
conditional on local working, the issue of the proper length for the •full 
term was also addressed. A number of briefs were opposed to any shortening 
of the patent term below  that  presently available (9). Some briefs 
suggested that the present 17 year term did not allow ehough time to 

' 	recover development costs either through  production (1) or through 
licensing (1). The availability of extensions for inadequate remuneration 
was,proposed as an addition over the term presently a'Vailable (1). 

On the other hand, a number of briefs indicated that some shortening of the 
patent term over that presently existing could be acceptable (2). In one 	i 

/01 case, support for a shortened term was conditional.on the'creation of 
nue special provisions to allow extensions (1). One brief stated that the 

present term was too long and resulted in inflated prices (1). 

Some.briefs argued that the total term in Canada should parallel  that  
available under foreign laws (1). It was suggested that having a shorter 

. 	term in Canada would make Canada a less attractive place for . investment 
(1). Another brief could see no justification in Canada' having a shorter 
term than everyone else (1).. 

A total term of 14 years was considered by many briefs to be inadequate 
(10). One brief suggested that 14 years was so short that it would tend to 
make se screcy a viable alternative (1). Another firm indicated that a 14 
year term would substantially reduce its ability to license'from its 

• portfolio of patents (1). Specific periods of 15 years (1); 17 years (8); 
18 years (1); and ,20 years (18) were recommended either as optimal or 
alternate proposals for the term of patent protection. 

It was noted in one brief that the initial years following the filing of an 
application were of relatively little commercial value (1). Other briefs 
observed that delays arising in the grant of patents would cut into the 
period' of excluàivity that would be established during the initial term (3) 
even to the point of totally consuming it (1). Competitors could, as well, 
reduce this effective eXclusivity by delaying grant through filing 
oppositions (1). It was suggested that if oppositions delayed'grant, then the term' should be extended (1). • 
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The.  fact thatinterim  compensation  would be payable to the patentee On .  
lepount  of use of  an invention after publication of an application and 
p ior to grant was discounted in one brief as being illuSory 	AnOther .  
brief expressed cOncern that the patentee would not enjoY any rights dUring 

- the. hiatus between filing ând  publication  (1). 

The view Was expressed that the term of actual patent protection should be . 
long.enough to ensure patentees an opportunity to obtain some.reward or 
profit .(2). Profits on successful inventions, it was suggested, shoUld bè 
sufficient to .cover research . leading to failures (1).: 

• 
Various views were expressed on the number of years Of exclusive commercial 
production required by patentees. Four years of exclusivity ,  was described 
in one brief as hopeless (1) and five years as insufficient in another (1 . ). 
Eleven years of effective exclusivity was not considered to . be enotigh.to 
support manufacturing, accOrding to a further brief (1). .0n the . other 
hand,' one company indicateà. that it considered that seven years was 
suffiCient protection to obtain' a return on capital (1). 

It was observed in one brief that many successful inventions become - • : H 
obsolete after 17 years (1). 

CHAPTEW3. , 
• . . 	 . 

'Section  30 • 	• 	 • 
• . 	. 	. 

Ë section establishes the criteria which Must be met by persons applying 
inrobtain &patent. No observations were directed to.the substance of 
section  30(1). It was  noted; however, that care should he taken  to  ensure • 
that the.word'petson"  in  section 30(l)d Should be .  defined to include' 
corporations .(1).. 

• _ 	. - 	• 
Several•brief .S . comMented on section 30(2) questioning its utility (1) and 
axpressing a.:fear that it may be too restrictive (1).• One brief,.' 	- 
'apparently overlooking the definition of 'convention country"-in earlier 
section:2, indicated concern at  the omission of  any reference. to 
multilateral treatieS' under this section (1). 

- One brief stated that it supported section 30(3) as a provision for 
deÈining'procédures and proof but showed concern that this provision should 
not.be, extended . to interfere with the definition of entftleffient to obtain a 
patent  : eStablièhed under section 30(1) -- (1). 

Section. 31 	 • 
• 

The only obsérvation'on this section (which provides authority for 	- 
regtilations:to govern the initial application procedure) was that the 
Patent Office, rather than the applicant, should provide the abstract 
reqùired:by reference under section 31(3) -- (1). 

'sectiOn  

Ms section proposed that the application procedure could, in the case of 
multiple inventors, be initiated by any person who believed he had an 
interest in the invention, coupled by a right under section 32(2) and 
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(3) to amend the application to name further inventors at a later:date. 
• General support for the right to add further inventors was rèceiVedsfrorri 'a 

number of briefs (9). On the other hand, one brief indicated concern  that  
section  32(1) might excuse applicants from naming all inventors associateà - 
with an invention (1). A further brief suggésted that there Should be 	H  
.clarification as to whether every inventor named in an .application  need: 
contribute to every claim in any resulting patent or to every invention 
..referred to in an application (1)-.. 

Section 33  

This section deals with the establishment of the priority date to be  • 
accorded to every application. One  brief expressed opposition to section 
33(1) without stating any reasons (1). Another brief indicated opposition 
to  section 33(3) on the understanding •that this section would allow either 
the Commiàsioner or the Patent  Authority to set the deadline for applicants 
to establish their claiM to priority (1). The fear was also expressed in 
this latter brief that sections 33(4) would make it impossible to , rely on 
U.K. provisional  applications and abandoned us applications which have been 
followed by continuations-in part (1). 

One briéf which had expressed concern with the potential scope of section 
33(3) also questioned the suggestion in the Working Paper that section 
33(4) could •be properly cross-referenced to the Paris Convention 'or to the 
European Patent Treaty as inàicated (1). 

&Two 	made ade reference to the possibility that section 33 does not 
nu' comply with the requirements of the Paris Convention articles 4E and 4H 

without further explanation (1). The other'noted>thé absence  of ahy 
reference to accepting multiple priority claims as required by article 4F 

• àf the Paris Comïention (1). This same brief 'observed that' if the word 
• "conform" were to mean "identical", then this provision would not comply 
with the Paris Convention on this ground as well (1). 

Section 34  

•This section wàuld 'establish the disclosure obligations imposed on patent 
applicants as a condition for grant of a patent. Commentary on this 
section was directed largely to three separate  issues,  namely whether 
disclosure requirements should be set by regulations, whether two levels of 
standard of disclosure should be established (applying first at the time of 
filinià and subsequently at the time of allowance) and finally the 
substantive requirements for patent specifications. Three briefs indicated 
support for the principle of having disclosure requirements governed by 
regulation (3). One of 'these briefs indicated that although it opposed 
reliance on regulations in general throughout the draft law, section 34 
might possibly be one case where enlarged regulation-making powers would be 
appropriate (1). 
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Of the two briefs opposing reliance on regulations, one indicated that 
tlighpresent law was sufficient (1) and the other argued that it would 
b011Empossible to define the disclosure requirements for applications by 
means of regulations -- due to the potential complexity of such regula- 

, tions (1). Two briefs indicated a preference to having the Court 
interpret general words set out in the Act (2). 

All the briefs which commented on whether there should be two standards 
of disclosure,applying at different stages during the application process 
indicated some degree of opposition (9). A number of these briefs indicated 
•that the requirement that applicants update their disclosures and provide 
the best information available to them at the time of grant would entail 
a massive and expensive rewriting of application (4). One brief observed 
that by imposing this obligation further doubts could be raised respecting 
the adequacy of disclosures thereby serving as an incentive to litigation 
(1). Another brief observed that the inclusion of the right to update 
a patent disclosure might tend to undermine the right to file for a separate 
improvement patent (1). Further comments were that the obligation to 
update disclosures would be a major deterrent to filings (1), wàuld 
encourage rudimentary filings (2) and were an unnecessary complication (1). 

The belief was expressed in one brief that a patent should stand or fall 
on the basis of the disclosure as filed (1). This latter brief argued 
against any requirements that applications be upgraded even in cases 
where examination is deferred (1). 

• Twabbriefs indicated support for the policy of allowing applicants 
MI" with a simple initial  disclosure (2). 

Turning to the substantive provisions which should govern diàclosure, 
one brief expressed a preference for maintaining high standards (1). 
Another indicated concern that applicants not be made Subject to 
inordinate disclosure demands (1). A further suggestion was that 
Canadian disclosure requirements should go no further than the stipu-
lations established under the Patent Co-operation Treaty '(1). One brief 
stated that the specification should only teach the essential principle 
of the invention as applied by the applicant at the time of filing (1). 

A number of briefs objected to the suggestion that applicants would be 
required to identify either the principle of an invention or the 

 technical effect associated therewith (4). It was suggested that it 
was sometimes impossible to identify the principle of technical effect 
of an invention (1) particularly in chemical cases (1). Doubt was 
expressed in one brief as to the need to have applicants identify the 
principle of an inüention (1) and another brief felt that the requirement 
that applicants teach "why" an invention works would be unreasonable (1). 

Several briefs were critical of the requirement that applicants disclose 
the "best mode" for utilizing their invention (2) or that if a best 
mode was required, then it should be clear that the applicant need not 
identify the best mode as such (1). 

Aner observation was that any'requirement to disclose the best mode 
as •own at the date of allowance could potentially be inconsistent with 
the limitation in section 38(6) that would bar amendments tà introduce 
non-obvious new matter (1). 
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Two briefs supported the suggestion in section 34(4)a that applicants 
Amk recite known prior art in the specification (2). Another brief 
Wsuggested that this requirement would be a major burden on large cor-

porations • (1). A further observation was that this additional stipu-
lation would only serve as an additional ground for challenging validity (1). 

Commenting on other provisions, one brief suggested that section 34(3)e 
which would prohibit erroneous or deceptive statements was directed to a  • 
largely non-existent probleM (1). The proposal under section 34(4)a(iii) 
that the applicant identify and characterize all embodiments contemplated 
by •  the applicant as enbodying the invention was perceived as unduly 
burdensome by two briefs (2). One brief specifically supported inclusion 
of section 34(4)h as a useful codification of the rules governing patent 
claims (1). 

A further suggestion was that claims under section 34(4)b should be res-
tricted to only one product, process, apparatus, or composition of matter  • 
to save the Patent Office costs and simplify cross-referencing of patents 
(1). It was suggested that this provision would also reduce the number 
of trivial claims and force automatic division in cages where this is 
appropriate (1). 

Section 35  

No comments were received on section 35. 

Section 36 
41,----------  

No comments were received on section 36. 

Section 37  

The effect  of  this section would be to impose tort liability on patentees 
where persons incur a loss by reason of reliance on a false statemeht 
contained.within a patent disclosure. Liability eiould.have been imposed 
on assignees as well to encourage review of the content Of disclosures at 
the time of assignment. Only One brief specifically supported this 
provision as being appropriate to buttress the requirement that patent 
applications should disclose the hazards associated with use of inventions 
(1), One brief observed that it was certainly desirable to discourage 
false disclosures in patent specifications but opposed this provision 
as a means for doing so (1). Another suggested that the Act should 
specifically recite an obligation on the part of the applicant to dis-
close any reason known to him why the alleged invention could not be 
used commercially, would be dangerous to operate, or would constitute 
a hazard for the public health or . welfare (1). Other briefs found 
the proposal interesting but too extreme (1), "harsh" (1), "inequitable" 
(1) or "over-legislation" (1) to the point of "massive overkill" (1). 

A number of briefs questioned whether there was a need for a provision 
of this type because false disclosure was a relatively non-existent 
problem (6). Two briefs  made the point that patent Specifications 

glere directed to persons skilled in the art and not consumers at large 
(2) and that any parallel to consumer legislation granting a right to 
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compensation for injury was inappropriate. The proposal was considered 
Alp be impractical on a number of grounds. These included the suggestion 
What it would entail lengthy and costly litigation (1), that it would be 
used to harrass large corporate patentees on the basis that they wolild 
settle to avoid.adverse publicity (1) and the observation that it would 
be very difficult to enforce the provision against foreigners (5). 
A further observation was that the loss of patent rights was the normal 
penalty for false disclosure in a specification and that the imposition 
of civil liability would be equivalent to a double penalty (1). 

Additional arguments against this proposal included the suggestion that 
it would tend to reduce disclosures to the minimum requirements out of 
anxiety for potential liability (2) or dissuade applicants from filing 
in Canada (1). It was stated that it was not difficult in a complex 

• case to leave out accidentally necessary information which could cause 
loss to experimenters, particularly in the case of untried inventions (1), 
that misleading disclosures could be made very easily (1), that in drafting' 

• broad claims composition ranges often went beyond the test data actually 
developed by the applicant (1). It was possible to overlook an uninten-
tional misdirection in an application even on close inspection (1) and 
the costs of reviewing disclosures to preclude such errors would be 
enormous (1). 

Some briefs objected to imposing an absolute standard of liability on the 
patentee, irrespective of whether or not he had made reasonable efforts 
to PréClude'à falSe disclosure (3). It was observed that sote statements 

dight initially , appear proper but subsequently prove to be misleading (1). 

Several briefs objected to the proposal that the assignee should assume 
liability on acquiring ownership of a patent (2). Assignees Should not 
be .required to investigate the specifications of'all of the patents they 
acquire, according to one brief (1).' 

A further observation on this provision was that the authors of magazine 
articles were not liable for false statements thay they made and that, 
accordingly, the proposal was without precedent (1). 

Commenting on the specific provisions of section 37, one brief observed 
that subsection 37(4) which would deny infringers the right to claim 
compensation would be unfair in cases where the patentee had deliberately 

' left out essential information from the patent disclosure (1). ,The 
concept of a "prudent and observant man" referred to in the limiting 
Subsection 37(5) was alâo characterized as murky and litigious (1). 

Section 38  

This provision, dealing with the amendment of disclosures to  applications,  
proposed to allOw patentees generous flexibility to upgrade the specifi-
cations associated with 'applications and patents, as long as the scope 

• of claims would not be broadened beyond a fixed period following the 
' filing date. A number of briefs indicated support for the concept of 
flexible or generous'amendment provisions (9)  .«  A number of briefs • 
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conceded that there was a real need for more flexible amendment (2); 

Iat there should be a right to supplement the disclosure with further 
amples (1) and that flexible amendment provisions were a corollary to 

the first-to-file system (1). One brief indicated that the present 
law on amendment was unsatisfactory (1). Another suggested that flexibi-
lity to amend would inhibit challenges to validity (1). 

Some briefs indicated support for qualified forms of flexible amendment. 
Flexibility • to permit amendments to correct disclosures but not to amend 
claims was endorsed in one brief (1) in the belief that a patentee should 
not be entitled to claim what he had not disclosed (1). It was suggested 
in another brief ,  that amendments should only be permitted for the purpose 
of correcting errors (1) or to correct unintentional errors (1). Other 

•proposals would permit applicants to enlarge on the information disclosed 
at any time while an application was pending (1) but not after grant (1). 

A number of briefs would allow substantial amendments to be introduced into 
applications on the condition that the new subject matter be given a later 
priority date. Some briefs indicated a preference for the United States 
continuation-in-part procedure (3) or the U.X. patent of. addition (1). 

•Another ,  brief endorsed statutory recognition of the present supplementary 
disclosure procedure (1). Several briefs recommended that separate 
priority dates be established for each claim (2). A further view was that 
any additional subject matter, unless explanatory, should  have .,a  new 
filing date (2) and that new matter should be separate in discrete documents 
with separate priority dates (1). 

gl>preference was indicated for the right to broaden claims after grant as 
under the present re-issue procedure, coupled with intervening rights (2). 
Another brief indicated opposition to the limits on the right to broaden 
claims established by section 38(3) - (1). Opposition  to any form of 
post-grant amendment was also specifically expressed (2). 

- 

A number of briefs indicated opposition to any right on the part of appli-
cants to add after the filing of an application any new matter now known 
,at the time of filing (5): The views were expressed that a patent should 
stand or fall on the basis of what the inventor knew at the time he applied 
(1); that patentees should be restricted to their original disclosures (1), 
and that patentees should not be entitled to add new information by way of 
extensive amendménts to validate otherwise invalid patents (1) or change 
the interpretation of the claims (1). 

Provisions permitting the easy amendment of patents raised concern that 
they might give rise to other complications (1), that the filing of barren 
unworkable proposals by unscrupulous applicants would be perMitted (2), 
or that applicants might amend their applications to cover a competitor's 
products (2). The fear was also expressed that in cases where patents 
had been subject to extensive amendments, litigation on the adequacy 
Of disclosures'would become too complex (1). 
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Commenting on the general scheme of section 38 one brief hesitated • 
tolindorse the proposal because it was too generous (1). Another felt - 
tl 	the scheMe was tob complicated (1). Referring to the "no inventive 
step" limitation  established in section 38(6), concern was eXpressed. 
that  this would import a very complex concept into amendment procedures 

• (1). Very often improvements or variants on an original invention may 
arige-which are. non-obvious (1). It was suggested that, examiners, not 
having acCess to the inventor, would experience difficulty in applying 
this test (1) .. Another brief, acknowledging that section 38'(6) Was 
compleMentary:to the filing requirements for a separate.applicationi 
still felt that it would impose hardàhips on.applicantS (1). 	•  s.  

One brief observed that section 38 violated articles 5 and 27 of the • 

Patent Cooperation Treaty (1). 

Section 39  

Apart from the briefs which supported a general right to amend to identify 
further .  inventors (discusSed under section 32, aboyé) several briefs were 
directed to section 39 specifically. 	Two of them indicated general support 

• for the provisions of section 39(2). The latter brief would, however, 
restrict thé right to add the name of a new inventor to cases where an  • 
error had arisen through inadvertence, accident or mistake (1). 

A further proposai respecting section 39(2) was that the words "naming more 
than one inventor" should be deleted as an unnecessary qualification (1). 

•Seeion 39A 
• 

One brief indicated specific support for this section as a mechanism for 
dealing with amendment to the designation of inventorship during trial, 
including the right to make a reference to the Patent Office pursuant 
to section 39A(2) 	(1). 

Section 39B  
•• 

Two briefs addressed the issue of the relaxation of the restriction on 
applications to covering single inventions. One indicated general support 
for section 39E  -• (1) while the other recommended that applications 
should be restricted to contain only one claim for each product, process, 
apparatus or composition of matter covered (see above section 34) (1). 

CHAPTER 4 

Section 40  

A large number of briefs addressed the issue of whether applications should 
be published at'an early date. A number of briefs expressed support for  • 
such a proposal (16). One of these briefs indicated that the absence of 
early publication was a problem under the present law (1). On the other 
hand, another brief pointed out that under section 11 of the present Act 
Cammeian industry could now determine whether an application was pending 
ingiànada in cases where a foreign patent already existed (1). Some•  
ipriefs indicated qualified support for early publication subject to certain 
conditions.  • One condition was that publication should occur not earlier 
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than.  18 months (4) and another that the publication date should .be 	• 
established by the statute rather than by regulations (2)'. 	. 

• 
One brief indicated- that if deferred examination were adopted, then 
early.Publication.would be absolutely essential (1). Ànother brief 

• Observed that.early publication was important for persons who were . : . 
' Concerned with  possible  infringement and that it wab important for claims' 
to be published as well (1). A- further observation was that provision 	' 
for.interim Safeguards should necessarily be included' with any system . 
of'earlypublication (1). 

• 

A number of briefs observed that if early publication were adopted, then 
there should be  limitations on the right of , third parties to oppose 
grant (2)'. It was suggested that publication should be delayed until 
the first office action had occurred (2) and should not occur where an 
application  had been thereafter withdrawn (1). 

A number of briefs were either opposed to the early publication of appli-
cations or tended to emphasize the negative aspects of this proposal (10). 
Some of the reasons given included the observation that early publication 
was unfair if the application was rejected (1); that early publication 
would deter filings and encourage reliance on secrecy ,  (2); that early 
publication introduced administrative  complications (1) and  placed a 
burden on firms to maintain a .iatching brief over patent office records 
(2). It was suggested that this system would work a greater hardship 
on private inventors and small firms (2). 

dmi The fear was expressed that the early publication of applications in 
`Iv Canada would lead to pre-grant competition in the United States thereby 

resulting in the abandonment of potential U.S. patent rights (1) . Another 
concern was that early publication would reduce the extent to which 
Americans would consider manufacturing in Canada (1). 

Turning to the specific details of section 40, one brief supported in 
particular the right Of an applicant to withdraw prior' to  publication 
(1). Another indicàted  ambivalence  on whether all correspondence 
pertaining to an application need be published (1). One brief indicated 
clear opposition to the immediate publication of "tombstone" data under 
section 40(4) - (1). Another indicated a preference for restricting . 	. 
publication to data under this section only (1). 

Section 41 	. 

Only two briefs commented on this provision. One expressed general 
support for section 41 - (1) and the other discussed in greater' detail 
the contrast between this provision and the present law (1). The latter 
brief noted the deletion of the statutory reference to the right of 
the Department of National Defence as being independently authorized t 
impose a secrecy requirement on pending applications (1). A further 
observation was that different prescribed periods might be established 
pursuant to section 41, depending, upon the department interested in the 
secrecy of the application (1). 
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Section 42  
. 	. 	 • 

Ilhià» section sets out the statutorY provisions governing examination 
prodedurè. The major issues raised involve. the onus before the Patent,' 
Office, the inclusion of provisions which would allow : subsequent adoption' 
of deferred examinatioh or foreign examination results, and the inftirmation 
requirements that can be imposed on applicants in the course of examinatioil. 

, 
.0n the'issue of onus, a number of briefs felt that it was appropriate -  to 
place.the bàrden of proof in proceeding before the Patent Office onsthe ' 
applicant (5)*. 'Other briefs indidated a preference for placing the bùrden 
on. the  Patent Office so that doubt would be resolved in favoùr.of the 	. 
applicant (6). 	 . 	 , 	 . 

. 	. 	 • 	, 	, . 	 . 
.In support of this latter viewpoint several briefs suggested that it would 
be unfair to require the patentee to prove affirmatively that his applica-
tion. Covered novel subject matter (1) or the non-existence of prior dis- 	. 
closures' (2). One further suggestion was that uncertainties should bè 	. 
.reàolved in favour of the applicant only in cases . where the applicant 	. 
was the inventor himself (1). 	. 	. 	 . 	 . . 	. . 	 . . 	. 	. 	. . 	 . 	. . 	 : 	. • 	 . ._ 	 . 
Another : was that the examiner should not be entitled to make unsupported: 
rejeCtions (1).' - 	- 	 . 

One brief questioned whether the cross-reference to U.S. bill S-2504 
wàs appropriate (1). 

imp the issue of standby power to adopt deferred examination, - a number of 
briefs,indicated gênerai support for this provision (11). Other briefs 
indicated opposition to introduction of such a system .(9). 

Of those briefs supporting possible deferred examination, various observa-
tions were made. One was that deferral should be for two to five years 
but not as  long as seven years (1). Another was that deferred examina-
tion could hot properly take place unlesà applications were published 
at an early date (1). One brief, applauding the proposal to establish 
deferred examination, commented that it would tend to reduce the burden 
on Patent Office examining staff (1). A further observation was that 
the right of third parties to precipitate examination of published appli-
cations would meet the objection of uncertainty ,  that was often ascribed to 
deferred examination systems (1). In the experience of one firm, the third 
perty, initiation of eXamination in deferred examination systems elsewhere 
in the world'occurred only rarely, possibly because of an absence of a 
right for such persons to participate in examination (1). Accordingly, 
this brief recommended that such third  'parties have a. right to oppose . 
grant of applications (1). 

Of the briefs opposed to deferred examination, the following views were 
expressed. One brief doubted that anyone would want to defer ,  examination 
(1). Another could not see why deferred examination would be appropriate 
in view of the fact that it was being abandoned under the U.K. patent law 
and the European Patent Treaty (1). Deferred examination ,was described 

Aft.an archaic stopgap system (1) which should only be considered to 
1Mffduce a backlog (1). It was suggested that speedy exaMination was 
preferable since it enabled the public to identify the final scope of any 
patent claims at an early date (1). Prolonged uncertainty over the 
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potential scope of claims was seen by another brief  saS  a major defect 
of the deferred examination system (1). 

1100ne brief expressed the concern that deferred examination would reduce the 
tendency of Americans to establish manufacturing in Canada (1). Another 
was opposed to the unlimited deferral of examination as adding to the 

• uncertainty ,  of the patent law (1). A further observation was that deferred 
examination could completely transform important parts of the present 
granting procedure and may, therefore, not be an appropriate issue to be 
assigned to the regulation-making power (1). 

One brief expressed the ,belief that the deferred examination system would 
simply be used to charge a special fee for examination. This brief, 
indicated that it would not oppose deferred examination if no fee were 
charged over and beyond that required at the time of application (1). 
Other observations were that deferred examination would introduce 'idleness' 
(1) or encourage the Patent Office to deal slowly with applications (1). 
The fact that applicants may have to request examination under a deferred 
examination system was perceived as a burden (1). . 

Only a few briefs referred to the 'possibility of adopting the results of 
foreign examination pursuant to regulations passed under section 42(4)f. 
Se'(reral briefs supported this proposal in principle (3). Others indi-
cated opposition (3). Opposition was based on the grouhds that the 
proposal was impractical (1), that it would involve an inherent delay in 
the granting of Canadian patents (1) and that it may lead to a deterio-
ration of Canadian classification and examination facilities (1). 

die further  observation  under . this section was that the issue was too  
important to be left to regulations (1). 

On the subject of the information gathering powers that could be created 
pursuant  to  section 42(4)e, two briefs addressed these 'provisions speci-
fically. Both indicated support for provisions which Would require 	. 
applicants to disclàse the results of foreign search and examination 
(2). One of these briefs also indicated support for a general informa- 
tion collection power extending to use of an invention if the information 
demands would not bé too burdensome on applicants (1). 

One brief, commenting on section 42(4)3(i), observed that it was irrelevant 
to the examination process to require the applicant to disclose his know-
ledge of the extent and nature of use of his invention (1). On the other 
hand-, the same brief generally supported the policy of aAsigning the various 
•issues in section 42 to be governed by regulations passed by Order-in-
Council (1). 

Section 43  

This section dealt with the procedure for pregrant opposition. A large 
number of briefs were either against or were concerned with the problems 
that would  be  created with the introduction of an opposition procedure (10). 
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A number of briefs indicated support for some form of opposition procedure 
(12).• One of the briefs supporting pre-grant opposition indicated belief 

Iat it would be an adequate alternative to the provisions in section 88 
ich would allow licensees to seek revocation of the patent under which 

they are licensed (1). 

Some briefs would support a degree of opposition on condition that exami-
nation delays are limited (2), or if oppositions were restricted to the  • 
submission of prior art (5) or prior art and written argument thereon (1). 
Two briefs stipulated that the submission of such documentation should be 
without prejudice to the right of the opponent to challenge the patent 
after grant(2). 

Further suggestions to modify the pre-grant opposition procedure included 
the requirement that a real issue must be at stake (1), that opposition 
only be allowed once the application is in final form (1) or has been 
allowed by the Patent Office (1), that opponents who file unsuccessful 
oppositions should be subject to penalties (1) and that'opposition be 
limited to cases where a third party precipitates examination (1). 
Other suggeàtions Were'that  the grounds for opposition  should be 	' 
strictly limited (1) and that the term of the patent be extended by 
the amount 'of any delay beyond six months arising out of pre-grant oppo-
sition (1). It was also proposed that all prior art should be referred 
to 'the patent office before being subject to court review, thus moti-
vàting parties to disclose prior art to the patent office àt an early 
date (1). A further suggestion was that those claims of applications 
which are not opposed should be issued immediately while the others 

amain subject to examination (1). 

A number of briefs indicated a preference for post-grant opposition 
(4). One briéf indicated that in view of the post-grant re-exàmination 
procedure of section 47, Section 43 was rendered unnecessary (1). 	' 

One of the main reasons for objection to pre-grant opposition was .the concern 
that it would tend to delay the grant of patents (7). Other briefs 
indicated concern that opposition procedures would substantially increase 
the cost of patent prosebution (2) and require too much'effort for the 
little good accomplished (1). One brief observed that opposition 
serves no purpose (1). 	 • 

Several briefs were particularly opposed to the possibility that oppositions 
may be filed anonyMously (6). It was said tbat the right to remain anony-
mous would tend to serve the 'interests of the larger multinational corpo-
rationS who wish to harass smaller companies (1) and that anonymous oppo-
sitions are particularly obnoxious and would open the door to mischievous 
and malevOlent practices (1). 

One brief supported the proposal that persons should be able to participate 
in pre-grant opposition procedures on an anonymous basis (1). Another felt 
that the identity of opponents should eventually become of public record 
(1). 
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&One brief questioned whether section 43 could be properly cross-referenced 
nivtoarticle1I5 of the European Patent Treaty (1). 

• 
Another brief, commenting on the'detailed provisions of sections 43(8)  and. 
(9), observed that giving intervenants a special statils •to seek revocation 
ofe granted" patent without being subject to any presumption of validity 
would,only serve to encourage opposition (1). 

•Section 44  

The only comments on this section were directed to the absence of any 
provision for the reinstatement of abandoned applications and the submission 
was made that  provision for  reinstatement should be included in any form 
of revised law (1). 

Section 45  

The'only comments with respect to the substance of section 45 pertained 
to the onus èstablished under section 45(3). Discussion pertaining to 
whether the onus or burden should be placed on the applicant is reviewed 
above, as part of the commentary under section 42. 

One brief observed that the title of the "Industrial Property Advisory Board" 
implied that this Board might subsequently acquire jurisdiction over trade-
mark and copyright matters (1). 

Section 46  

Only one brief commented on this provision, indicating support for the 
principle that'patents should be treated as valid until revoked (1). 	' 

Section 47  

This provision would allow any interested person to bring newly discovered 
art before the Patent Office and obtain a non-binding opinion on the impact 
of  such art on the validity of a patent which had already been granted. A 
number of briefs indicated support either for the section as drafted or 
for some other form of Patent Office review of the validity of granted 
patents (8). Several briefs indicated a preference for post-grant oppo-
sitions which' could lead to the re-examination of patents (3). One 
brief - expressed the belief that the patentee should be entitled to seek 
re-examination and should be allowed to amend his patent on such re-exa-
mination (1). 

Of-the'briefs:indiCating support for the scheme of section 47 spepifi-
daily, bne'observee that it might be worth a try (1), 'another suggested 
that  the propOsal might - havè merit . if it tended to redudé litigatiôn (1)... 

It:was stiggested that litigatioh of validity before the court should be . 
avOided as much as possible and that therefore the possibility for Patent' 
Office réView .  wase desirable initiative (1). It was'proposed that the 

41,courts.b&reqiiired tà refer newly discovered prior'art.to..the Patent - ". 
Office . for  a  preliminary opinion before reaching:a judicial.deciSicin  on  . 
validity (.1). - 
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dilueral briefs indicated a reluétance to support any form of post-e- ant 
Ileposition  proceedings. ,  Concern was expressed that frivolous actions - 
Might be initiàted (1), that the Section could be used to harrass patentees. 
(-2, and that the procedure could be unduly informal and thereby conSti-- 
tute an inadequate Pre-trial evaluation of validity (1). 'Rather than.i 
expose patentees to the unnecessary expense of an additional proceeding 

• before the Patent Office, two briefs indicated a preference for relying 
' on the Opinions of legal counsel (2). 

One brief criticiied section 41 as imposing a mandatory proceeding which 
would not be binding (1). Another observation was that section47 was 
only a Ilalf.7-41earted proposal because.of the provision inSection-47(11) 
which would . allow it to come into . force. and be suspended by Order-in-, Coxincil (1). 	 • 

Commenting on the specific provisions under section 42, two briefs were 
opposed to the bar under section 47(2) which would prevent persons from 
raising matters after grant that could have been raised as a pre-grant 
opposition (2). It was suggested that this restriction would force 
premature pre-grant opposition. The requirement under section 47(3)d 
to provide information on how new art was discovered was described as 
a surprising and time-wàsting novelty (1). 

One brief objected to the proposal that a person be entitled to 
seek anonymously the opinion of the Patent Office pursuant to section 
4 7 (5) 	(1). Another brief was opposed in principle to any consideration 

the possibility that amendments reviewed under section 47(7) could ' 
validate an otherwise invalid patent (1),. 

(A typographical error occurs in section 47(10) where the reference' to 
"subsection 44" should read "subsection 38"). 

Section 50 	 • 

• 
This section deals with the extent to which 'persons who commence using an 
invention prior to publication of an application in Canada may continue 
to use subh invention. A'large number of'briefs indicated support for 
retention in the Canadian patent law of some form of intervening right 
of this type (16). Some of these briefs indicated that they would 
support a continuing right of use on the part of intervenants, subject 
to the peyment of a royalty (7). 

• 
A number of briefs made reference to section 58 as found.in the present 
Patent Act. One brief referred to this section as being inequitable (1). 
Another mentioned suffering by reason of the intervening rights accorded 
by this provision (1). A further recommended that section 58 in the 
present law be repealed (1). 

Almost all briefs showed concern for the scope of the intervening right 
as proposed under section 50(3) and many indicated a preference for 
liMiting this right to some extent (15). It was stated that section 

I (3) as drafted would be grossly unfair as it would allow competitors 
o have adopted a second-rate version of an invention to shift to 
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the optimum embodiment once the patentee's disclosure had become publicly  • 
available (1). This was said to be true in view of the proposal under 

&section 39 to allow applicants to include several related inventions in 
wa single patent (1). It was suggested that the scope of section 50(3) 

Tdould not help to establish strong industry in Canada (1) and would increase 
the burden on patent agents to file applications without delay (1). 

Several briefs preferred to confine the right of intervening use to 	 • 

continuing the same activity that the intervenant had established ,prior 
to the cut-off date under section 50 --- (3). Another suggestion was 
that the scope of permitted use should be limited to that which was done 
in public i.e. prior secret use should not be subject to an intervening 
right (1). One brief proposed that the right conferred should be limited 
to the free use of existing machinery, subject to a possible enlargement 
of such use under compulsory licence where, in the discretion of a judge, 
such enlarged use appeared necessary (1). Three briefs indicated a 
preference for the scope of the right accorded under the existing section 
58 of the present law (3). 

A few briefs commented on the cut-off , date beyond which intervening rights  • 
may not be obtained. One observation was that under the Japanese law, 
a right of intervening use might not arise after the applicant's priority 
date  •  (1). Several briefs referred to the possibility that section 50 
violated article 4B of the Paris Convention by allowing intervening rights 
to arise at any time after the priority date before publication of the 
application (10). It was observed that the purpoSe of the priority year 
under the Paris Convention was  to  spare patenteee froM having to take 

Minimediate steps in a large number of foreign countries (1). To expect 
Wpatentees to arrange for early publication in a large number of Convention 

countries would be a burden and article 4B of the Paris Convention was 
intended to protect patent applicants from such an obligation (1). , 

An alternate  eut-off date suggested for intervening rights was the date 
that the applicant first took steps to arrange for manufacture of the 	 • 

invention for which a patent was being sought (1). 

Of the briefs commenting on use of the publication date as the cut-off for 
the acquisition of intervening rights one observation was that publication 
anywhere in the world as well as in Canada should be the criteria (1). 
Another was that the restriction to publication in the French and English 
languages was too narrow (1). ' 

One brief indicated concern that only the wholly vulnerable innocent 
manufacturer should have some rights (1) and a large number of briefs 
commented that the criteria of innocence established under  section 50(4)  
were too broad (11). ,  Concerh was expressed that  intervenants  could acquire 
rights by reference to foreign patent publications (1). Another 
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observation was that the definition of innocence under section 50(4) 
Mead be hard to prove and would give rise to litigation (6). The 
mUlhclusion of the word "known" in section 50(4) made the whole provision 
particularly fraught with danger and would make the patent right more 
difficult to enforce (2). A further observation was that the introduction 
of the concept of innocent independent acquisition as a defence would be 
an invitation to fraud (1). An alternate suggestion was that, at the 
very least, the onus should be on the intervenant to prove his independent 
or innocent acquisition of knowledge of the invention (2). 

A number of'briefs indicated opposition to section 50, either in substance , 
or because of the criteria upon which the intervening right would be 
based (15). It was argued that section 50 ran contrary to the principle 
that a patentée  should dominate over subsequent second inventors of the 
same invention (1), that the granting of free intervening rights under 
section 50 would reduce the value of a patent in Canada (2) and undermine 
the objective of stimulating production and the dissemination of technology 
and technological information (1). The view was expressed that the first 
peràon to file for an invention should get full patent rights (1) and 
that rights'under a, granted patent should not be diminished by contemporary 
use of the invention by another (1). One brief considered section 50 to 
constitute a "licence to steal" (1). Another brief suggested that rights 
under section 50 should not necessarily endure for the full term of the 
patent as it was not logical to undermine completely the patentee's rights 
without a balancing need (1). 

Ie brief summarized the arguments for and against inclusion of a provi-
on similar to section 50 bY observing that the abandonment of the 

first-to-invent system would remove the protection inherent in the'right 
of a prior inventor to impeach a patent issuing to a later inventor, 
that the moving of the cut-off date from the date of grant, as under the 
present section 58 to the date of publication as proposed would meet 
many of the major objections to the existing provision, but that the 
potential for fraudulent claims to intervening rights was substantial 
and that, accordingly, it would be preferable not to have a provision 
this type in any revised law (1). 

Another cômmentary wa.s that the entire scheme of section 50 would be too 
litigious because of the vagueness of the concept "taking stepà to work 
an invention" adopted under section 50(1) --- (1). A suggestion for an 
alternate criterion was that intervening rights should only arise where 
a person had made a "definite commitment" to commence manufacturing in 
respect of an invention (1). 

Section 51  

This section would extend the concept of intervening 'rights to permit 
them to arise in cases where the scope of claims are broadened during 
examination -- sections 51(1) and (2) -- or where  the patent  temporarily 
expires by reason of non-payment of maintenance fees -- section 51(3). 
One brief gave overall support to the provisions of  sectoÎ  151,  --- (1) 
while another endorsed section 51(3) --- (1). 
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• The fear was expressed that applicants, in order to avoid intervenimj 
gip -rights.with respect to claims broadened during examination would 

file unduly broad claims (1). Another concern was  that  section, 51(2)  
would encourage the filing of oppositions by persons intereSted  in  
'preserVing:the right to use an invention purguant to this  provision  
A further suggestion was that section 51 woUld work to the preferential' , 
advantage of large multinational enterprises (1). 	. 

One  brief indicated that sections 51.(1) and (3) could be imProved by 
converting the .tight to the equivalent of a compulSory  licence,  i.e. 

. right to use under payment of royalty (1). 

Section 52  
• 

Only one brief commented on this seàtion whia would limit the conditions: 
Under Which interVening rights could be transferred. That brief supported. , 
inclusion of this section (1). 

Section 53  

This section would' continue the existing policy that compulsory licences 
should become available where the patentee, after a period of time, has 
failed to arrange for the local manufacturing of an invention in Canada. 
Several briefs expressly indicated agreement with the general principle 
of section 53 (3). Discussion was directed primarily to the period of 
delay before such a licence would become available. 

A number of briefs indicated that adoption of a fixed period of seven 
years, running from an application's priority date, would violate the 
stipulation in the Paris Convention that licences on this ground must 
not be made available prior to three years from the date of grant (8). 
It was noted that a fixed period of delay, running from filing without 
reference to the date of grant, violated_ not only the 1958 Lisbon têxt 
to which Canada had not adhered but also the 1934 London text to which 
Canada had adhered (1). It was also suggested that dating the availa- 
bility of such licences from filing rather than grant appeared to overlook 
the effects of deferred examination and oppositions (1). 

A  number of briefs indicated concern that a seven-year period of delay 
was too short (4) while others felt that a delay of seven years from 
priority would be tolerable (2). Arguing against the seven-year period, 
it was observed that many major innovations were not in commercial use 
within seven years (1) and that a seven-year licence would interfere 
with the incentive for a patentee to arrange for local working himself 
(1). Concern was expressed that the needs of the Canadian market might 

,become saturated by sales under this section, thus undermining the 
incentive for the patentee to establish local working (1). 

Alternative suggestions for the first availability of a compulsory 
licence on this ground included: ten years from priority or five years 
from , first use anywhere in the world (1); 11 years from priority into a 

410 14-year initial term (1) and five years from grant (1). 

Several briefs indicated a preference for granting compulsory licènces 
for failure to establish local working rather than adoption of a split 
term (3). It was suggested that section 53 would constitute sufficient 

• 
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incentive to encourage local working (1). It was also observed thaÉ ehe opportunities under existing compulsory licensing provisions to 
obtain licences for manufacturing in Canada were little understood 
and were largely neglected by Canadian industry (1). 

A further observation was that the inclusion of exhaustion under 
section 25 would make this provision useless as few Canadian manu-
facturers • would be interested in obtaining a licence for local manu-
facturing '(1). The fear was  also  expressed that licences would be 
granted but then not put into use (1). It was suggested that 
a condition of granting a licence should be that the licensee would 
carry through with establishing local manufacturing facilities (1). 

Commenting on the details of section 53, one brief felt that the require-
ment for patentees to provide information pursuant to section 53(1) was 
tolerable (1). • Other comment was directed to the definition of local  • 
working under section 53(8)b. Several briefs indicated opposition to 
this provision. Commentary on the definition of "work on a commercial 
scale" is compiled above under section 2. 

Section 54  

This section would establish a right for originators of 'complementary 
echnology' or lmproement inventions to obtain a cross-licence in 
special cases where they are being blocked by patents helà by others. 
Commentary on this section indicated either complete opposition to 

Ore provision or great concern that the section would be difficult 
o apply (16). Of those briefs  oppoSed outright to the principle 

of section 54, it was observed that the . provision was"unfair (1); 
that it would bring the Canadian patent system into disrepute (1); 
that the proposal seemed to have been born of ignorance  (1); that such 
a provision was unnecessary (2) and that even in its highly qualified 
form  it  was inequitable (1). The belief was expressed that patents 
were so narrow in their scope that the need for such a licence would 
arise only rarely (2) and that voluntary cross-licensimI would largely 
occur in any event (2). The corresponding U.K. provisions were observed 
to be rarely used (1) .  

Another argument against the inclusion of provisions for compulsory 
licences of this type was that it would remove pressures from competitors 
to attempt to patent around blocking inventions and thereby tended to 
narrow the breadth of research (1). On the other hand, one brief which 
was opposed to this provision, recommended that if it did go forward, 
it should  befl. extended beyond cross-infringing patents to peripherally 
related patents (1). 

Commenting on the general concept of section 54, it was stated that such 
licences may be justified in some cases where it was clearly in the public 
interest (2) and that express reference to a public interest criterion 
as a pre-condition to grant of a licence should be intrOduced  (1).. One 
brief, conceding the general acceptability of the theory of proposed 

Aipction 54 --- (1), suggested that this type of situation could be dealt 
Ipth under the provisions of the existing Act pursuant to present 
section 67(2)d 	(1), 
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One brief, while allowing that section 54 licences'might be appropriate 

S where the holder'of a subservient Patent had made a major contribution 
Of:obViOus benefit, felt that On the net the risks and costs asSoçiated 

; with section 54 licenCes mould be too great to . justify.the inclusion 
- of this provision (1). A further observation was that the Working' 
' Paper had failed to establish any need based on facts for inélùsioil of' 
such a provision (2). 	 • 

, 	 • 
Commenting on the criteria established under  section  54(2), several 
briefs indicated that the terms "prejudiced lawful working" and "minor 
commercial significance" were unclear or difficult to appreciate (3). 
It was observed in one brief that commercial worth might not be apparent 
at an early date (I) and by .a.nother that the criteria under section 
53(2) for withholding & licence  were generally highly litigious (1) . • 

Several briefs remarked on the fact that no period of delay was incorpo-
rated into section 54. One brief, sUggested that the availability of 
such licences should be delayed until three.years from grant (1). Another 
observation  wàs . that the early availability of licences pursuant to this 	, 
provision  might deter persons from filing patent applications (1)._ A 
further observation was that the absence of a three-year delay dating from 
grant as part of  section 54 violated the Paris Convention, 1934 London text. 

• Commenting on the detailed structure of section 54, one brief objected to 
the fact that the onus was on the patentee under section 54(2) to demons-
trate grounds for refusing to grant a licence ,(1). It was suggested that 41, the onus should, instead, be on the applicant (1). 

Section 55  - 

•This section continues the policy of the existing law of making licences 
to manufacture or import available in the cases of food and pharmaceutical 
inventions. 

A number of briefs questioned whether any form Of special CompUlsory 
licence snould arise in the food and drug field, ( 21)., It was suggested 
that this provision was wrong in principle and ran contrary to the basic 
philosophy of «patent law of encouraging research and innovation ,(1). 
One  brief rebommended a review of the whole prinCiplé of present section 
41 or proposed section 55 -- (1). Another brief warned of eventual 
"severe repercussions" arising from the continued maintenance of compul-
sory licensing provisions such as found in section 55 -- (1). Some ' 
briefs were specially critical of the change in 1969 which allowed the 
importation of pharmaceuticals under licence (4). 

Of those briefs objecting to the inclusion of section 55 in the patent law 
it was argued that the section was unnecessary (1) and would be a disincen-
tive to research in Canada (2). It was also stated that its predecessor, 
present section 41m the existing Act, ,had deprived Canada of a fine 
chemical industry (1) and had driven pharmaceutical research and develop-
ment from Canada (3). Present section 41 was described as useless (1) 
and the statement was made that it,had not contributed to the lowering 

"'of drug prices in Canada (4). 



. 	. 	 . ,.. 	. 
Another observation  was  that these types of licences were a deterrent to • 

411, anufacturing in Canada (1) and were wrong in principle unless the decision 
' ad consciously been made to'abandon  use of the  patent system as an  incen- 
tiveto local working -:for drug.and food inventions ( 1). Several briefs 
.suggested that rather thàn continue to retain a compulsory licensinT.scheme .  

- such:as under section 55,• reliance should be placed oh other compulsory- . 
licences  which. would arise only in the absence of local wàrking (3)  •or orLlicences which àpplied when an abuse of patent rights had•been 
.démonstrated (1). 

One brief recommended abandoning the compulsory licensing provision for 
food as being incompatible with other government food policies favouring 
high prices in support of agriculture (1). Turning to drug licences, 
this brief conceded that'there had been some lowering of prices by reason 
of the existing compulsory licensing system, but argued that Canadians could 
afford to pay the true price for drugs in any event (1). 

A number of briefs addressed the criteria for the royalty to be paid 
pursuant to section 55. Referring to .the practice under the éxisting 
section 41, the customary royalty of 4% was described as "useless" 
(1), "inadequate" (1) and "unreasonable" (1). It was suggested that 
'the criteria, by which the royalty is directed tà covering only research 
leading to the invention, failed to take into account costs of research 
leading to failures and the costs of chemical tests which took place after 
an invention had been made (1). In support of higher royalties, it was 
stated that it was well known that drug companies spend an amount equal 

Ib 10% of their sales on research and development (2). One brief cited 
he average cost of Marketing a new drug in 1973 as being in the order 

of 24.4 million dollars (1). 	' 
• 

A further criticism was that the Consistent granting of an arbitrary 4% 
royalty rate under the existing law was wrong (1) and even worse in the 
case where a number of patentees were forced to Share under a single 4% 
royalty (1). Instead it was suggested that there should be an individual 
appraisal of the value of  inventions subjected to compulsory licensing 
under this provision (1). 	 • 	, ' 

Commenting cm the method by which this royalty is set, one brief objected 
to a government agency having the jurisdiction to determine the royalty 
rate (1). Another brief indicated a'preference to having. Parliament 
determine the criteria for royalties rather than providing for the 
passage of special regulations by the Governor in Council to prescribe 
other factors to be taken into consideration (1). It was suggested 
that future reliance on regulatory powers to govern significant but 
technical features of the revised law would have been more acceptable 
had the power to pass regulations respecting the royalty to be paid 
for pharmaceutical licences been properly exercised under the existing 
law (1). If this power to vary the critéria' for compensation .  under 
licences is to be retained, one brief insisted that it should only 
be exercised after the holding of public hearings (1). 

dift few briefs directed commentary to the - only change proposed in section 55 
never  existing section 41, namely» making interim licences immediately 
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available at a 4% royalty. It was suggested that the interim licences • available under sections 55(4) - (7) and (9) make nonsense of the-protection 
 of new inventions (1). One brief indicated opposition in principle to the 
concept of an interim licence (1) and another indicated that licences 
should not be made immediately available under section 55 - (1). A 
'further objection was raised to fixing the royalty for any interim licence 
in the statute  (3) on the grounds that it was too arbitrary (1), that 4% 
was inadequate even for an interim licence (1) and that it would tend to 
codify a present policy believed to be wrong (1). 

As an alternate criteria for the royalty rate for an interim licence, the 
willing licensee/licensor test was recommended by one brief (1). Another 
brief suggested that the U.K. standard of royalty which conceded to 
patentees "a reasonable advantage from their patent rights" should be 
adopted (1). 

• Commenting on the proposal to make interim licences immediately available, 
it was suggested that this procedure would be superfluous and redundant, 

• that no evidence had been offered that applicants had suffered by reason 
Cf delays,  and  that, in any event, delays in obtaining approval before 
the Department of Health & Welfare are substantial and dominate over  patent  
office delays (1). One brief objected in particular to the policy that 
a decision respecting an interim licence should be final and not subject 
to appeal or review (1). 

Two briefs indicated support for the general continuation of a provision 
Ask along the lines of section 55 in the patent law (2) and another reluctantly 
IMP conceded that the Provision should be accepted as likely to continue (1). 

One brief recommended that consideration be given to converting the entire 
scheme of section 55 to the type of modified inventor's certificates system 
described in the Working Paper (1). SuCh a system would entail a centra- 
lized deposit fund with payment into the fund encouraged by a.penalty of 
double royalty for default (1). 

Section 56  

Only a few briefs made reference to this section which deals with government 
use of patented inventions. Two briefs indicated support in principle for 
the provisions of section 56 - (2). Two other briefs objected to granting 
immunity or'an absolute right of use to the provinces either on principle 
(1) or on the basis of constitutional considerations (1). 

On the constitutionality of this provision, section 56 was characterized 
as an improper delegation of executive powers to the provinces (1). The 
same brief further questioned whether the government of Canada can bind 
the provinces to pay compensation to patentees in cases where an invention 
is being used for crown purposes (1). Such an obligation was characterized 
as an intrusion into the inherent provincial crown prerogative to use 
patented inventions for government purposes (1). 
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One brief objected to having the Patent Authori,ty as a government 

trency determine the level of royalties to be paid, indicating a 
reference for a negotiated royalty (1). Another brief raised the 

question as to whether deletion of the existing provisions under 
present section 20(1) - (6), which vests rights in war inventions 
by civil servants in the Ministry of National Defence, would create 
uncertainties as to the scope of application of the Püblic Servant's 
Invention Act (1). 

Section 57  

Thiè section largely follows the scheme of the existing law in making 
licences available when the patentee fails to meet demand in Canada 
or where exclusive rights are being used to unfairly prejudice 
consumers or Canadian industry. Section 57 (3) would have extended the 
meaning of the criteria ôf "unfair prejudice" which would govern 
the granting of licences pursuant to this section. 

Several briefs indicated support for the continued retention of compulsory 
licences along the line of section 57 - (4). Though rarely used,  one 

 brief observed, such provisions may be beneficial as an inducement to 
voluntary licensing (1): The same brief commented that section 57(2) was 	' 
better phrased than the provisions under the present law (1). 	wo 
•briefs noted the absence "of a provision similar to existing section 
67(2)b which deals with,cases where Canadian production is being hindered 
by imports and recommended its retention (2). 

• wo briefs indicated opposition to the general principle of granting 
licences of the type established under section 57 - (2). 'Further 
observations were that section 57 gave power to the Patent Authority 
to confiscate patent rights in its discretion (1); -that the provision 
gave a unilateral advantage to licensees (1) and that section .57 might deter 
the.filing  of applications  in Canada (1). It waS particularly observed 
that section ,57(2)a which dealt with failure to meet demand for an invention 
would be litigious (1). Further commentary on the grounds upon which li-
cences might be granted included the observation that "reasonable terms" 
might prove too difficult to interpret (1) or were totally unacceptable 
criteria for jsuposing  a compulsory licence (1). 

, 
One'brief indicated.concern with the retention of provisions directed to 

''l easier granting of 'compulsory licences" (1). Other briefs objected to 
the immediate availability of licences under this section without any 
delay from filing or grant (3). It was suggested that such immediate 
availability would be contrary to the rights of an inventor (1). A 
further observation was that the immediate availability of sùch licences 
violated the Paris Convention, 1934 London text (1). One brief would 
distinguish between the types of licences available under section 57, 
objecting only to the immediate availability of licences under  sections 
57(2)a and b - (1). 	' 

A'-fiirther objeetiOn was that a government agency would be setting, the 

feyaity to-bepaid under -this section, and that à. negotiated. royalty - H, 
 uld''be preferred (1). 

• 
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The new provisions in section 57(3)a and b which would enlarge the concept • 

de "unfair prejudice" were opposed by a number of briefs (7). Of section 
III7(3)a it was said that different conditions in different countries might 
give rise to varying licensing terms (1); that the provision could•deter 
the granting of licences in Canada (1), and that the provision failed to 
take into account the case of royalty-free cross-licensing (1). The 
provision wus described as capable of working an injustice if foreign 
licensees are less efficient and, accordingly are fairly subject to more 
onerous terms (I). 

Comments on section 57(3)b included the observation that it was unfair 
to base the recovery of costs on a single invention rather than a program 
of research (4); that the provision challenged the basic concept that 
a patentee was entitled to recover the full profit arising froM his patented 
invention (1) and that the provision was too arbitrary to evaluate (1). 

Two briefs registered particular opposition to the possibility that this 
definition might be extended by Orders-in-Council passed pursuant to 
section 57(3)c -'(2). One of these briefs indicated a preference for having 
Parliament establish the criteria for the définition of this expression 
(.1). This same brief also suggested that there should be a two-year 
t±'ansitional graàe period before any new provisions come into effect 
pursuant to section 57(3)c. 

One brief, although opposed to compulsory licences of the type created by 
section 57 in general, indicated support for the inclusion of section 57(4)a 

des tending to limit the extent to which licences could be granted pursuant 
lipb this provision (1). 

One brief commented that section 57(5), which would void agreements limiting 
the right to apply for d licence under this section, was wrong in principle 
as'it tended to interfere with the freedom of individuals to àontract (1). 

Section 58  

only two briefs commented on the scope of the powers to be given the Patent 
Authority in granting licences. Both were opposed on the grounds  that 
these powers were too broad (2). 

One further observation registered against section 58 was that the willing-
licensor/willing-licensee test created by section 58(3) was good but 
that additionally, consideration should be given in determining the 
royalty to promotion costs, lost profits and research costs incurred by 
patentees (1). 

Section 59  

The ohly comments under this section were directed to section 59(3) to (5). 
The three briefs offering comments all indicated opposition to these pro-
visions (3). One brief argued that the underpricing of a Canadian licensee 
bÿ  a foreign patentee might sometimes be fair (1). It was also suggested that 
it might be inequitable to lock the patentee into a higher price while two ecensees in Canada engaged in competitive price cutting (1). 
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CHAPTER.6 

on 60 

No comments' were received on section 60(1). 

Two briefs indicated opposition to giving the federal court exclusive 
jurisdiction to enforce patent rights pursuant to section 60(2) - (2). 
It was suggested that the Federal Court tended too often to find patents 
invalid (1)- 

A number of briefs commented on the three-year limitation period which would 
be established pursuant to section 60(3) indicating that a three-year period 
was too short (6). One observation was that the freedom to engage in 
pnolonged pre-litigation negotiations would be prejudiced by a short 
limitation period (1). Another was that the three-year limitation might 
force unnecessary legal action pending negotiations (1). A distinction 
was made as to whether the limitation period should run from the date of 
infringement or from the date the patentee first acquired knowledge 
of infringement, one brief indicating a preference for the latter prin-
ciple (1). Another suggestion was that the three-year limitation of 
sectin ..60(3) be adopted, but only to apply .to.the recovery of damages, 
leaving open the possibility of an action for an,injunction baSed on an 
infringement occurring more than three years previously (1). 

One brief proposed a fiNie or six-year limitation period in place of the 
pi'oposed three-year period (1). 

number of briefs indicated opposition to the proposal in section 60(4) 
that licensees be given the right to institute infringement proceedings 
(6). It was suggested that non-exclusive licensees, in particular, should 
not be allowed .to institute prodeedings, or should only be allowed to do - 
so on the consent of the patentee' (1). One brief observed that such a 
provision would potentially expose the licensor to discovery 'proceedings 
on the initiative of a licensee, thereby constituting a deterrent to the 
granting . of licences (1). Another' observation was that the effect of 
section 60(5) would be to require all licensees to be parties to infrin-
gement suits,  and that,this provision would complicate settlement of 
litigation (1), 	 - 

Sections 61 and 62  

These two sections, in effect, introduce the concept of the "innocent 
infringer" and would provide relief from payment of damage claims and 
the seizure of infringing goods under certain circumstances. 

Many briefs addressed the generalized concept of providing special relief 
for innocent infringers. A few briefs indicated general support for the 
overall concept (5). One of these briefs emphasized that only the "truly" 
innocent" infringer shouid be protected (1). Another brief offered as a 
definition of innocent infringement the case of a person who without 
notice of the "derivation of the invention" infringes (1). Another 

lee
gestion was that persons who failed to make inquiries should be 
luded from the class of innocent infringers (2). 
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.0ne brief:referred to thé "virtual impossibility to carry  out  reliable 
leearches" fôr infringement of Canadian patenté on the basis of existing' 

Patent Office records (1). As a result, this brief recommended adoption 
of a better system of classification of granted patents to facilitate 	. 
searches for possible  infringement (1).' 

. Another proposal to assist defendants in infringement, actions .waS to - allow' 
redovery,of'court costs on a full solicitor and client basiéin  cases  Where, 
the Plaintiff failed in his action (1). .This brièf . alsô proposed that 

. plaintiffs, whether of Canadian orforeign origin, should bebbliged -  to 
post'security for such courtcosts (1). 

A number of •briefs indicated either opposition or reluctance to introducing 
special treatment for innocent infringers (6). The view was expressed 
that, in order to make patents of any real value, the penalties for infrin-
gement should be detrimental and unavoidable (1). Sections 61 and 62 were 
perceived by one commentary as an invitation to an election to infringe 
(1) and by another ,brief as an invitation to pirate (1). It was suggested 
that infringers were always in a better position to undertake inquiries 
than patentees (1). Another brief expressed concern thatex-employees 
might be encouraged by this provision to  enter • into competition with their 
former employer (1). 

Some briefs found section 61(1) unclear as to what constituted "actual 
notice" (1). Another brief recommended shifting the burden and requiring 
the defendant tb prové innocence as a defense (1). A further suggestion 

glkas that.damages under section 61 should clearly be stated  as  dating back at least to the date of commencement of proceedings so as to deter the  • 
stockpiling of infringing goods (1). 

Commenting spedifically on the provisions of section 61, à number ,  of briefs 
indicated approval  of the concept that marking genuine patented goods 
should constitute deemed notice to manufacturers and importers (3). One 
brief, acknowledging that under existing U.S. law failure to properly mark 
genuine patented goOds results in a denial of damages, argued that the 
mere grant of a patent should be deemed to constitute notice (1). Two 
briefs observed that section 61(2), as drafted, did not provide a presump-
tion of notice with respect .to process inventions (2). One brief suggested 
that such a presumption should attach where goods made by a patented procEss • 

were appropriately marked and another brief recommended that advertising 
should, in such cases, be equivalent to notice (1). It was also proposed 
that advertising should be accepted as adequate notice for product'inven-
tions as well (1). 	• 

One brief noted that while marking would provide the benefit of a presumption 
under section 61, the proposed law would no longer make marking mandatory. 
This brief would prefer to continue to-make marking mandatory (1). 

A number of briefs commented on the stipulation in section 61(4) that 
erroneous marking should vitiate any presumption of notice (5). It was 
suggested that this provision would be potentially litigious (1) ,. was an 

Aimpherous limitation .(1) impossible to comply with (1) and•that the provision 
Wholild be redrafted to accomodate a patentee's bona fide belief (2) or 

• reasonable effort to be accurate (1). 
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As an alternate proposal, one brief suggested that a manufacturing patentee 
should be made siabject to a statutory obligation.to supply correct infor- 

jeation on request pertaining to patent coverage of articles being manufac- 
red (1). 

Commenting on the specific  proposai in section 62 to allow the privileged 
disposition of innocently acquired infringing goods, several briefs indi-
cated general support (3). One of these briefs would support this provi-
sion only on condition that the grant of a patent would be deemed to 
constitute notice (1) and on the further condition that a royalty must 
be paid for disposition of goods outside Canada (1). One of the other 
briefs supporting this provision also stipulated that the definition of 
innocence should exclude persons who failed to inquire whether the product 

' or good that they were acquiring infringed a patent (1). 

It was suggested that section 62 should be expanded to include disposition 
of an apparats which was adapted to manufacture an infringing product (1). 
A further suggestion Was that disposition of,infringing,goods or production 
machinery should only be permitted in a Country where patent protection 
did not exist for such articles (1). 

One brief indicated the belief that the provisions in sections 62(a) and 
(c) allowing disposition of goods outside Canada or by storage pending 
expiry of the patent were too lenient on infringers (1). 

Section 63  

Ir. brief indicated prima fabie  support for the general delineation of 
e powers of the court under section 63 — (1). Commenting on the dis-

cretionary poWer of the court under section 63(3) to direct that damages 
be made payable over time, one brief recommended the court should also have 
discretionary power to require the posting of security by an infringing 
defendant (1). 

• 
A nuàber of,briefs Commented on the provision in section' 63(7) which would 
abolish the proceeding by which infringing defendants are liable to' 
account for profits made through infringing activities. Most of these 
briefs favoured retention of this proceeding (11) on the basis that it 
would serve as a deterrent to infringers (2) or was fairer to the patentee 
since it relieved the patentee of the obligation of disclosing  his 
cost-price structure (1). A further observation on section 63(7)i was 
that the court Should be allowed to direct an accounting of profits on 
a discretionary basià (1). 

Another brief indicated that there were divided views on whether an 
accounting of profits,was considerably more difficult than the procedure 
of proving damages, but that it was fairer to impose this burden  on the  
defendant rather than the plaintiff in cases where the defendant had 
been found liable for improperly infringing a patent (1). 	 - 

Only one brief indicated general support for the principle of section 
63(7) --- (1). 
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• 
One brief commented on section 63(6) indicating that it would be unfair 
to allow infringing goods to circula .te under the principle of exhaustion 
where a judgement for damages had not actually been paid (1): 

• Section 64  

Only one brief commented on section 64, observing that section 64a which 
would suspend the right to collect damages in cases where a licence had 
not been registered was too harsh a penalty to impose on patentees (1). 

Section 65  

Comment on this provision acknowledged that the inclusion of loss of good 
will in the calculation of damages would reinforce the position of the 
patentee (1). The section was therefore supported on the understanding 
that the quanta of an infringer's sales could still be made subject to 
examination for the purposes of calculating damages based on the loss of 
profits on sales that would otherwise have accrued to the patentee (1)., 

A further obsérvatibm under this section was that exemplary damages 
• should also be made available in cases where a defendant attempted to 
intimidate a patentee (1). 

0 Section 66  

Of the four briefs commenting on this section, only one indicated general 
support (1), the others indicating that the provision was of little con-
sequence (1) or useless to the point of being dangerous in the case of 
bona fide attempts by infringers to avoid a second infringement (1). 
One brief would support a provision expressly allowing for the granting 
of exemplary damages in the first instance because of the potentially 
severe damage that infringement can cause to a plaintiff's  business (1). 

No comments were registered under this provision. 

'CliAPTER 

Section 70  

One brief indicated opposition -to the stipulation in sectioh 70(1) that 
the federal court should have exclusive jurisdiction to revoke a patent (1). 

Only  one brief , comMented on the propobal under section .70,(4) suggesting 
that it ,WaSboth logical and fair (1). 

Two briefs commented on section 70(5) which would require court approval 
of the terms of ans'  settlement agreement. 	One brief indicated general 
support for this provision (1) while the other opposed the reference to 
"the public interest" as it appears in section 70(5)b --- (1). This•
latter brief would resist any intervention which may tend to inhibit 

• the settlement of litigation (1). 
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•ction 71 

This section delineates the grounds upon which a patent may be revoked. 

It was observed by one brief that section 71(1)b which permits revocation 
for insufficient disclosure did not comply with sections 5 and 27 of the 
Patent Cooperation Treaty (1). 

A number of-briefs addressed the issue raised by section 71(1)d and e which 
would subject patents to revocation where they had been obtained on the 
basis of false representations ,or failure to provide full information. 
One brief indicated support in principle for these provisions (1) while 
a number of briefs were hesitant to support this concept as a ground 
for revocation (3). Concern was expressed that the same type of abuses 
might develop in Canada arOund this provision as have arisen in the United 
States (1). Another observation was that these provisions were unnecessary 
if the,patent was actually invalid. Alternatively, if the patent was still 
valid notwithstanding any misrepresentations, it seemed inappropriate to 
revoke it. 

Suggestions to vary the provisions of section 71(1)d and e included res-
tricting their application to cases where mis-statements were intentionally 
màde (1) and to cases where the eXamination of th è application had actually 
been prejudiced (1). 

action 71(1)g would allow for revocation of a patent where a patent right 
had been used to facilitate an anti-trust offence. A few briefs indicated 
stipport for this provision either in principle or subject to qualifications 
(4). One brief, recognizing that the provision may be justified in iprin-
ciple, cited possible interpretation difficulties over  the expression "to 
facilitate" an anti-trust offence (1). The same brief was Concerned about 
cases of innocent violation of combines  laws (1). An alternate suggestion 
was that patent rights should be rendered unenforceable while they were 
"serving as a material aid" to effect an offence (1). One further obser-
vation was that this ground'of revocation would be new but would  hot  
likely be , especially significant (1). 

A numbet of bilefs objected that reliance on revocation as the primary , 
sanction for an abuse of patent rights would violate the Paris  Convention, 
article 5A(4) -- (4). 

Section 72  

There were only two comments directed to the provisions in this section 
which define the grounds for revoking claims within a patent. One brief , 
observed that non-conformity with priority documents under section 72(1)c' 
was dropped from the U.K. patent law  as a basis for revocation early' in 
the twentieth century (1). The other observation made was that section 
72(2) which would preserve claims which incidentally read on inoperative 
embodiments might lead to greater imprecision in claim drafting (1). 

Sction  73 

No comments were made with respect to this section. 
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• Section 74  

Only a few briefs commented on the standard of the presumption of validity 
which should be accorded to issued patents. Three of these briefs indi- 

, dated general support for the principle that there should be a substantive • 

presumption of the type set forth in section 74 -- (3). One brief consi-
dered that the structure of section 74 was unclear (1). Another suggested 
that the presumption should be worded along the line that Patent Office 

• decisions were presumed to be correct unless shown to be clearly erroneous (1) 

Section 75  

•A large number of briefs commented on this proposal which would render 
patents irrevocable on grounds of lack of novelty during the final five 
years of the patent term. Commentary was largely divided with seven briefs 
in favour of the provision (7) and twenty-two briefs against (22). 

Of those briefs favouring inclusion of a provision of this type, one sugges-
tion was that it should be limited to apply only during a term of extension 
which was dependent upon the existence of local manufacturing (1). It was 
also suggested that the scOpe of the provision Should bè extended to include 
deficiencies in the specification accompanying a patent (1) 	This brief 
observed that impeachment on the grounds of inadequate disclOsure was a 
highly technical attack and if the defendant had managed to infringe the 
patent it would seem unnecessary to quibble over the description in the 

*specification (1). A further suggestion was to restridt the application 
• of this provision to apply only to attacks on patents based onlack of 

inventive ,step (1). 

Of the briefs indicating opposition to this provision, a number showed 
concern that it would tend to precipitate impeachment 	, 
actions just before the beginning of the period of unimpeachability (5). 
It was'suggested •that this provision might promote unnecessary litigation 
(2) and that it would remove the option presently available for competitors 
to ignore patents which were thought to be invalid on the advice Of legal 
counsel (1). 

Fiirther grounds for opposing inclusion of this provision were"the sugges-
tions that it might influence patentees to delay in arrànging,for the working 
of their  invention S until the commencement of the period of unimpeacha-
bility (1); that it would force defendants to attack the validity of patents 
on other grounds, such  as  fraud (1) and that the provision  would operate as 
a barrier to entry into the marketplace for'newcomers (1). Other observa-
tions,were that new evidence respecting the novelty of a patent might often 
be found at a relatively late date (2); that a thorough search into the 

•novelty of a patent might only be made at a time far into the patent term 
(1) and that the validity of a Canadian patent was so rarely challenged 
that a statutory stipulation for unimpeachability was not really needed in 
most cases (1). 
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alee view was also expressed that section 75 might be unconscionable because 
111, patent which is invalid should always be considered invalid (1). This 	. 
same brief stated that it would be unfair to allow patents to cover sub-
ject matter that was already in the public domain (1). In a similar vein, 
another ,  brief observed that the policy of making a patent unimpeachable 
was inconsistent with the adoption of a world-wide absolute novelty 
criterion for the granting of a patent (1). Further views included the 
suggestion that it would be wrong to give something for nothing,(1) and 
that an'unsound patent should never be immune from attack (1). One , 

 brief found 'the proposal incomprehensible (1) and another brief stated 
that it could not see how such a concept could be in the public'interest (1). 

Section 76  

One brief stated specifically that it supported giving the court discre-
tionary power to permit amendment to a patent at trial (1). Another brief 
stated that it objected to any procedure for validating an otherwise invalid 
patent (1). 	' 

One further observation on this section was that it left open the possibility 
of amendments which broadened the scope of a.claim and that this would be in-
consistent with the policv established under section 38(4) of only permitting 
such broadening up to a fixed period following priority date (1). 

Section 77  

Wommentary on thi's provision, which would allow amendment to the designation 
of inventors after grant of a patent, generally supported this provision (4). 
It was suggested that the words "reference to a person who is not an inventor" 
should also be added to section 77(1) -- (1). A further observation was 
that section 77 (2) might possibly be unnecessary ,  and that it might be better 
to leave to the rules of court the procedure by which additional unnamed 
inventors and other persons intimately and contemporaneously associated 
With the original conception of an invention might bé examined (1). 'Phis 

' same brief suggested that section 77(2) merely served to enhance and give 
statutory importance to the relatively unimportant issue of the identifica-
tion of true inventorship (1). 

CHAPTER 8 
, 

Section 80  

Commentary under this section was directed to subsections 80(3) and (4) 
which would limit the extent to which rights under patents and applica-
tions might be transferred. 

All of the briefs commenting on section 80(3) indicated opposition to this 
provision (6). One basis for such opposition was that the granting of 
exclusive territorial licences within Canada might be a desirable means of 
encouraging-the licensing and manufacturing of new patented products (1). 

4 further observation was that article 43 of the Common Market Convention 
r . a community patent clearly allowed territorial licensing within the 
ropean Cômmôn»  Market whereby patentees might invoke their patent against 

licensees who attempted to sell products outside the territory of their 
licence (1). 	 . 
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110 Section 80(4), which would prohibit the transfer of rights in future 
unascertained inventions, is subject to the permissive recitals in 
sections 86 and 87. One brief indicated general approval for the pro-
vision in 80(4) -- (1) while a number of briefs indicated opposition 
(5). Section 80(4) was characterized as being too broad a prohibition 
in that it would interfere with arrangements to establish patent pools 
covering future patents (1). Another basis for criticizing section 
80(4) was that it potentially extended to rights over "inventions" as 
opposed to patents or applications and that this would constitute an 
improper,interference with provincial jurisdiction over civil matters 
(1). One of the briefs opposed to section 80(4) went on to observe 
that there was a need to limit the extent to which licensees undertook 
to grant7back ownership and control over any improvement inventions 
made during the pendency of a licence (1). 

Section 81  

A number of briefs indicated support either for the requirement that 
all  licences and, assignments respecting a patent should be registered 
or that certain basic information respecting such transactions shduld 
be registered (6). Two briefs supported registration of the terms of 
all licensing agreements (2). One of these would also require the 
disclosure Of financial data on transactions involving the transfer 	• 
of technology in and out of Canada (1). An alternate proposal was that 
only nominal transfer documents rather than entire agreements shoilld Iln be subject to registration (1). One brief,.opposed to section 81, 
considered the registration requirements existing under present section 
53, insofar as they applied to assignments and exclusive licences, as being 
acceptable (1). 

A number of briefs objected to the basic policy of requiring licence 
agreements to be registered (6). Doubt was expressed whether there was 
a need for the registration of copies of licence agreements (2). Other 
briefs were concerned with the possibility that the terms of licence 
agreements might be made publicly available (6). Coneern was expressed 
that public disclosure of the terms of licence  agreements  might place 
patentees at a competitive disadvantage (2) and it was suggested that 
the public disclosure of licensing terms might deter the granting of 
licences (1). 

The view was expressed in one brief that the terms of licence agreements 
were a private matter (1). Another submission acknowledged the need for 
generally available public information on ownershiP and licences but 
insisted that the terms of licences must remain confidential (1). 

Another problem raised by one brief was that many licensed patents Were 
identified only by their field of relevance and not by their patent 
number. Therefore it might be impossible for practical reasons to comply 
with the registration requirements of section 81 =— (1): 

0  Commenting on the scope of section 81(1) one brief objected to any sugges-
tion that collateral documents which might relate to but did not form part 
of a licence or assignment should also be subject to registration (1). 
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Section 82  
/ , 

Mee ônlY brief-commenting on this section stated that the penalty wider 
Inction 82(3) which would make royalties non-payable in the,event of . 
failureto register a licence agreement was too harsh (1). 

Section 83  

No comments were made with respect to this section. 

Section 84  

No comments were made with respect to this section. 

Section 85  : 

:Tee  briefs indicated their approval for the policy of codifying the law 
' on joint ownership of  patents  pursuant to this section (3). One brief 
was opposed to permitting any degree of independent assignability of 
rights or interests under a patent by one of several joint owners (1). 

Section 86  

This .section, in its overall effect, would constitute a statutory codification 
of the circumstances under which an invention made by an employee would vest 
in an employer, would limit the extent to which an employee may bè required 
to assign away rights in inventions made after termination of employment 

ilcd would give employed inventors an opportunity to acquire control over 	 • 

eir own inventions if unused by their employers. 

Several briefs supported the policy of attempting to codify; in a manner 
similar to section 86(1) and (2), the relationship between employees and 
employers with respect to inventions (7). Other briefs indicated a 
preference for the present law (2). 

CoMmenting on the specific details of .sections 86(1) and (2) it was suggested 
that a'statutory rule 'should be established in place of section 86(1) that 
inventions relating to the employer's business belong automatically to the 
employer (1) or that employers should have a right of first refusal over 
,all employee inventions (1). Other briefs were focussed on the limitations 
on written assignments under section 86(2)b restricting them to apply only 
to inventions "associated with employment." Several briefâ considered this 
restriction in section 86(2) to be too narrow, indicating a concern that 
employers should be able to obtain assignments in advance of all inventions 
relating to an employer's business at large (4). It was suggested that 
this  provision would force employers to limit the freedom of employees to  •  
have access to information not related to their employment, i.e  plant 
facilities or other employees (2). The possibility that employees might 
withhold inventions with a view to becoming potential future competitors 
was also raised (2). One brief opposed section 86(2)b as being more limiting 
than the existing law (1). 
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110 0ther observations on section 86(2)b were directed to the time limitation 
that would apply to post-employment restraints. One brief indicated a 
preference for merely stipulating a "reasonable period" (1) while another 
suggested that the extent to which post-employment inventions could be 
acquired by employers should be left entirely to the discretion of the 
courts (1). • A further suggestion was that employers should have a right 	 •  

of first refusal over every invention made by an ex-employee during the 
first,12 months of the post-employment period. 

Commenting on the overall scheme of section 86(3) to (5) which would revest 
unused inventions in employees, a few briefs indicated some sympathy 
with the object of these provisions. One brief suggested that the patent 
system should be designed to pry loose from corporate files employees' 
inventions which have been neglected (1). This brief would return to 
employee-inventors some control over their own inventions and thereby 
provide them with an incentive to push their own ideas (1). Another brief 
was firmly in favour of ensuring that employed inventors retained the 
right to obtain patents on their own inventions (1). A further brief 
considered the pràposal to be an interesting approach, insofar  as  it 
applied to inventions which did not interest the employer, but impractical 
(1). A further submission was that employed inventors should be given 
more rights in some form, though not necessarily as proposed under this 
section .  (1). 

However, an overwhelming number of briefs --I over 60 -- commenting on sections 
• 86(3) - (5) indicateà substantial opposition to the scheme of these 

'pr.oVisions.. Many briefs objected that employers might•often, wish to 
keep the product of their.employee's research as trade secrets (8). 
Others indicated that  ran  employer might, because of market conditions, the 
non-availability of capital or the adequacy of existing capital facilities, 
Wish to delay  adoption of an invention (5) 	Government registration 
,standards mdght be a further barrier to the early exploitation of an inven-
tion (1). Further, these  provisions  would prevent an employer from publicly 

- disclosing an invention in cases where the employer preferred to dedicate 
the invention to the public by voluntary publication and to preclude patenting 
by others (5). 

- several briefs argued that employees are paid for their services (4), that 
employees voluntarily elect for the seCurity of corporate employment (1), 
that work-related inventions by an employee generally arise by reason 
of his exposure to his employer's plant (1). Almost any, employee, 

• it was argued, given the same circumstances of work, might come up with 
the same invention (1). Accordingly, any work-related invention should 
be considered as part of the services for which the employee was paid 
(2). Conversely, a number of briefs argued that employers should be 
entitled to complete control over the invention of their employees 
because  of thesubStantial investment burden assumed by employers (9). 
It would be unjust to grant employees rights of the type proposed (1) 
and it would expose employers to being blackmailed into proceeding 
with patent applications over inventions which were in fact the employer's 

e property (1). Interference with relations between employers and employees 
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• • 
11Gconsidered to be an intrusion into civil rights (1) and thé. 	 - 
right to contract .  (1).• .  A preference was indicated for leaving the • 

. marketplace to normal market forces (1). 

A further objection was that the proposalcotild potentially exposé 	• 
employers'to competition from former employees (1) 	It.was stated that 

: no -foreignprecedent, at least none so extreme, existed -(2).• One 
brief:observed that the law of. the Federal German Republic was.in sôme 
respects similar in effect to section 86(4)a -- (1) but another brief 
observéd that  Germany's inventor's reward scheme had experienced diffi7. 
cultY in its implementation (1). 

A further  objection  to the proposal was that it would Contribute to the 
creation of inter-employee  tensions (9). Inventions were now often made 
by research and develOpment groups, with many person contributing.to 
the final invention (2). An atmosphere of free and confident discussion 
'within.these groups was essential in order ,  to developthe kind-of interplay' 
and_pross,-fextiliZation.  needed to . inspire  invention  -(3).. A team effort 

• Was requireà(1). The effect of.the propOsals in sectiOn 86(3) - (5) would. 
bé to diminish  communication  between employees (1).  Tensions  could also • 
arise from the inequities_Of having to allocate staff to less fertile :  - 
projects cly or,Where.persOns periphérally associated wittLan invention 

. insisted on the right to be named (2)- It was observed.that it:wasoften 
difficult.toidentify : inventorShip  (3) and  any uncertainty 4n thiS. respect 

I createjdoubt, casting a clohd over-the ownership:of ah'inention(2).. 
rcblems could.alào_ariSe in  the case of joint  inventions when the inventors 

coUld not• agree regarding the disposition of their  invention (2). 

Relationships between employees and employers would also be disrupted (6). 
Employees would be encouraged not to make full disclosure to their employers 
(2) and would be placed continually in a conflict-of-interest situation (1). 
Disputes could arise between employer and employee as to whether a patentable 
invention had been created (2) and employers could bé forced to.file appli-
cations for questionable inventions (1) or simply to determine whether a 
potential patent right existed (1). Pressure would be createà to file 
applications prematurely (1) and to waste time and resources on filing 
applications for shalloW inventions (1). 

Doubt was expressed as to the capacity of employees to exploit their own 
inventions (3). Employees might lack necessary resources (1) or be barred 
by contractual obligations from entering into business in competition 
with their employer (1). A further observation was that employees might 
be induced by this provision to attempt commercialization of an invention 
in cases where it would be inappropriate (1). One brief observed that, 
in any event, employees would not likely exercise their rights under this 
provision (1). 

A number of briefs objected that the potential revesting of rights in 
employees could be incomptabile with the preassignment of invention rights 
by the employer under research contracts (5). Research organizations 

lesually lacked the capacity to establish commercial production for the nventions made by their employees (1). Licence agreements might 'also 
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contain clauses.granting-back to licensors rights in improveffient inVentionS 
(2) and the effects of sections 86(3) - (5) might  tend to  reduce the Willing 
ness of foreigners to . license technology to Canadian companies (1). concern,' 
was.also expressed that the crown should be able to continue to obtain' • H  : 
contrôl over  - inventions made by private contractorS spending government • 
moriey(2) 	 . 

, . . 	 . 	. 	. 
' 	 .. 	 . . 	. • , 	. 	 . 	 • 	 . 	 . 	. 	. . 	 . . 	 . 	 . 

. Further bbServations were that often a number of patents might relate to a 
• single invention suçh that oniy one was worth Manufacturing while the others 
• served to protect the exclusivitY of the primary invention. Section 86(3)

(5) would 'potentially sever control over such collateral eMbodiMents'thils 	. 
weakening the protection available for the optimum embodiment  and  thereby-
prejüdicing possible manufacture (2). A further observation was-that the 
severing of control over patent rights between Canada and foreign markets 	' 
might weaken  •the overall value of such rights in Canada (1). 	 . . 

It . was observed that there was no provision in the proposai for dealing : 
with  applications  classified as secret Pursuant to section .41 — (1):: ... 	. . 
Nor  waà it . clear Whether  the provisions  were limited territOrially . td... : 
Canada or woUld apply-  to.  inventions' made abroad (4). It was Suggested  
that the Adt.should specifically. limit the application of section 86 to 	..'- . 	.. 
inventors resident in Canada Or to rights resPecting Canadian patents (1). 
Another'brief observed that if the provision did extend to foreign rights, 

• thençanada, could become a •"world battleground for disgruntled-employees" (1). 
. 	 . 	. , 

Many:of the briefs'commenting  on this . prOvision were cOnCerned that theH, - 
three7year:period.established under  section 86(4)b to take steps t6 : • 
commerice 4 thé.local wOrking of an invention was inadequate (13):. -Not only .. 
could the lead time to commercialization Often exceed foilr'years but-,amanu": 
faCturer - , could.  not predict this lead time' Cl). Oftèri, a-long PeriodfOr 
develOpment,Might be'lledessary (1). Tt was 'pbserved . that the'ShortneSS of 
this period'might:force employers into prematurely attempting to eStablish 

-'1ocal .  working facilities which proveà inefficient 11. It was, also observed 
that . the,Section•might redirect R &  D activities.into areas.Where coMMer-
cialilation çould be:carried  out more  quickly. (1)., Oh6.1jrie£ obdèrved that 
.the Words:" -take'steps" in section 86(4)b were unclear (1), 	I: 	- . ' 	• 

.. 	 - 	 . , , 
Reflecting on.therequiréinent that,steps must be taken tO establish . 
wàrking  in  Canada, one brief.observed that an employer .might-Prefer. to.. 	.. 
1idence patent.rights.forproduction abroad as -the most effective.form.H 
of-exploitation (1): • Tt was also observed that the related provision • -. 

. under section '86(4)a requiring that a' Canadian application be filed. within 	. 
- three monthsmight not be Consistent With the filing praCtices of:cOmpanies 

whiCh preferred" to .first file abroad and - to file subàeqUently in Canada  
ciaiMing an -convention pridrity right (1). 	 . .. 	 , 	. . 	. 	. . 	. 	. . 	. . 	 . 
A large nuMber Of briefs indicated great concern that these - provisions  
wouid'tend tOdiscourage . the'continuation of R -&, D activities in: . Canada 

Alk and WoUld_encoUrage corporations to move their research facilities -abroad - 
w(19).. 'One brief Observed the possibility that employees of foreigp ,-owned 

Silbsidiaries' are being-forced to turn oVer their ideas to• foï-eign-bwiièà 
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lierporations 
might be a valid area for further investigation, but went on 

state that corporations should not be placed in a more unfavourable 
position because they chose to locate research in Canada rather than 
abroad (1). 

A number of briefs made suggestions for variation in the proposal under 
section 86(3) - (5) in the event that some form of revesting might be con-
sidered. It was suggested that such revesting should not occur until at 
least seven years (1) or nine years (1) from filing. Reference was made 

' to the possibility of giving employers the option to transfer rightsl  in 
unused patents to employees, subject to the retention of a royalty-free 
non-exclusive licence on the part of the employer (1) or to ensuring the 
employer, if not an option to acquire the invention from the employee 
(1), at least a royalty-free shop-right over all shop-related inventions 
(1). • Alternately, it was suggested that the employee be given a right 
of first refusal to acquirie all unused patents, but subject always to a 
shop7right in the employerl (1) 

On the'understanding that the object of the provision was to deal with 
cases where inventions are being suppressed, one brief suggested that the 
'Patent Authdrity could •be given authority to review situations on a case-by-
case basis,to determine whether such an abuse existed ,(1). Another 
brief, while considering that there was some justification for revesting 
rights where an employer simply sat on an invention, considered it 
impossible to.diScriminate between genuine and improper reasons for 

qm, 	
to exploit an invention (1). 

It was suggested that if the employee  dia  reacquire rights in invention, 
he 'should be required to pay to the employer the R & D and patent 
filing costs to date (1). Another suggestion was that; as a safeguard, 
employees,should not be allowed to exploit any revested invention in a 
manner which was detrimental to the employer (1). 

One brief suggested that an exception of government employed inventors 
from any provisions under section 86 should not, as proposed by section 
86(6); be adopted (1). 

Section.. 87  

This section, couPled with section 80(4), would restriCt the grant-back 
of rights in future improvement inventions to non-exclusive licences and 
would make allowance for the free disposition of rights arising Out of 
joint research projects. A number of briefs indicated support for the 
general principle of prohibiting the grant-back of full ownership over 
future improvement inventions (6). One brief observed that the proposal 
complied with existing policies within the United States and the European 
Economic Community (I). The same brief also welcomed section 87(3) as a 
realistic exception to the grant-back prohibition (1). 

As a suggestion for varying section 87(1), 'it' was proposed that licensees 
be permitted to grant-back non-exclusive licences for future inventions in *y field or at least in fields related to the licenced technology (2). 
other brief exPressed a concern that some flexibility Should be introduced 



•into this provision (1). It was observed that the Commission of the Eu-
ropean Economic Community applied a standard of reciprocity to provisions - 
relating to the grant-back of licences betxAieen licensors and licensees (1). 

•À number of briefs indicated opposition to any restraint on the freedom of 
parties to agree to grant-back ownership in future improvement inventions 
(8). :One .brief expressed the belief that grant-backs were acceptable and 
obsenied that they_generally occurred between parent and subsidiary (1). 

• It was suggested that licensees might want to make arrangements for the 
granting of rights in future inventions (1). Tri'm briefs objected to 
government interference in private contractual arrangements (2). It 
was observed that many  agreements  allowed for the exchange of non-exclusive 
licences. (1) and it was observed that failure to allàw the grant-back of 
patent rights would increase the "dollar cost" charged to licensees (1). 
It would also introduce hostilities between licensors and licensees (1). 

Two briefs expressed doubt as to the constitutionality of these provisions 
(2). Another concern was that section 87(2) might make it difficult for. the 
Crown to license Crown inventions (1). 

One brief characterized this,proviSion as being admirable in its solicitude 
for Canadian business but went on to identify the provision as another 
attempt to use patent law to control industry (1). 

Section 	88 
• 

This section would reverse the present law respecting "licensee estoppel" 
and  give licensees the right to challenge the validity of the patent under 
which they are licensed. While a few briefs indicated general  support for 
the  proposal (3) a greater number of briefs indicated either opposition 
or proposed alternate', more qualified conditions for a licensee td take 
infringement proceedings' (12). :  

• 
, Those opposed to giving licensees the right tà impeach argued that licensees 

might already,  have acquired confidential information in the form of know-how 
or data relating to the validity of the patent in the course of the licence 
agreement (1) and that the abolition of licensee estoppel would tend to 
reduce licensing (1). The belief was expressed that contractual restraints 
in know-how agreements were virtually impossible to enforce in the absence 
of patent rights and that a licensee needed the protection of patent rights 
to give security to a know-how agreement (1). A further observation was 
that the impounding of licence royalties pursuant to section 88(2)b would 
undermine the ability of the patentee to continue existing research 
programs (1). 

TWO briefs sùggested that the right of a licensee to take impeachment 
proceedings should be conditional on prior repudiation on ahy licence 
(2). One brief observed that the licensor shàuld be given a statutory 
right to terminate as well Cl).. Another brief preferred to retain 
licensee estoppel and rely on pre-grant opposition proceedings as . 	. ehadequately allowing for bilateral evaluation of the validity of 

Wpatents (1). 
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•oubt was also expressed at the constitutional validity of this section (1). 

Section 89  
• 

This section would give the federal court concurrent jurisdiction over 
licence agreements. The . only observation made was that the words "arising 
out of" 'were too broad for constitutional purposes (1). 

Section 89A  

No observations were made with respect to this provision. 

•CHAPTER 9 

Section 90  

A'number of briefs proposed that the Patent Office should  . b e,  attached to 
the DePartment of Industry, Trade  & Commerce or to the Ministry of State  •  
for Science and Technology rather than to the Department of Consumer and  • 
Corporate Affairs as provided under section 90(1) -- (not cross-referenced). 

The only ôther  observation  under this section was dirècted to the  infor-
mation services that should be offered by the Patent Office  pursuant to 
section 90(2). It waà suggested that all major Canadian cities should 

Aleave information •centres on the patent system (1), that the Patent 
Wffice should develop and distribute information kits on the patent 
system (1) an& that the Patent Office Record  should print full abstracts 
of inventions rather than just titles (1). 

Sections 91-95  

No:  observations  were made under these provisions. 

Section 96  

The only comment on this provision which deals with the correction of 
clerical errors in patents was that, instead of imposing a statutory 
requirement on the Commissioner to give notice of proposed corrections 
to persons  affecte  d by possible corrections, such proposed amend-
ments should merely be published in advance  in the Patent Office  
Record  (1). 

Section 97  

This section, together with section 98, deals with regulating the 
activities of patent agents and other persons engaged in marketing 
patented inventions. 

The only observations directed to section 97 specifically were that 
patent agents should be given greater freedom to advertise (1) and 

Itat perscins having a • degree should be entitled to write the patent 
ents exam without having to practice for a period under the super-

vision of a qualified patent agent (1). 
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Opection . 943 	. 	. 
. 	. 

. 	 • 
Comments with respect to the types of activities which would be subject 
to regùlation under this section focussed on the provision in section 

- 98(1)e that wOuld govern invention marketing agents. A number of.'briefs 	_ 
- indiCated support for the proposal that such activities be subject to. 	- - , . . 

federal government regulation (4). The extension of-regulation to . 	' . 	. 

invention marketing agents was considered by one brief tà be timely and.' : 
well-Met (1). ' Another briefconsidered that mere  registration i would •be 	. . 
insufficient'and that an exaMination should be made a prerequisite for. 	. . 
liCensing'agents (1). Thé same, brief would allow that registration as , 	‘. . 
a patént agent should be sufficient to permit a person to act as a licensing : 

 .agént.(1). 	 . 	 . 	. 

One brief considered the language under section 98(1)e as being too broad 
(1). Another objected that sections 98 and 99 were too restrictive and would 
force the public to go to patent agents for the smallest thing (1). A 
further suggestion was that no criminal sanction should stand behind 
section 98.-- registration would.simply give a person the right to refer 
to himself  as  being registered (1). 

One brief indicated specific opposition to the proposal in section 98(1)c 
reèpecting the filing of foreign applications and another indicated parti-
cular support for the provision in section 98(1)b relating to the filing 
of  ancillary documents pertaining to a Canadian application (1). Concern 

&was expressed that employed licensing advisors shduld nbt be prohibited 
wundèr section 98 from continuing their employment in the absence of being 

registered (1).' 
• 

Section 98(4) would extend legal privilege to communications between a 
• patent agent,and his client on questions of validity and infringement. 

Three briefs supported this proposal expressly (3). One would extend 
• the privilege to proceedings directed to obtaining a patent (1). 	- 

Section 99  

No comments 

CHAPTER 10' 

Section 100  

No observations were made with respect to this section. 

Section 101' 

' 

 

This  Provision would impose civil liability  in the  event that false' . 
accuSatiOns'of patent infringement are made and'thereby c ausefinancial - 
1OSS to sOitte pé±son. One  brief-  indicated that it would-support this . 
•pc5VisiOnin'principle, Subject to amendment in acCôrdance with. U.K. 

AmL expérience. (1).. Two briefs preferred .tde reserve to the patentee a 
IMFdefence bàsed  on a reasonable belief that infringement Was oàcurring:' 

. t2. y. One:brief observed that no reference.occurred in section 101 ,With - 

• :IY 
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*respect to claims for compensation under pending applications (1). 

Section 102  

No comments were received with respect to this provision. 

(The words "or causes to,be made" should be deleted under sectiori 102(1) 
and a subsection 102(1)b should be added as follows: 

"(b) makes or causes to be made any false entry in any 
register or book;") 






